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Chairman’s Message

In 2014, SDIC maintained healthy

based and specialized reforms. The reform

plants controlled by SDIC were 100%

actively involved in public service activities

and rapid growth, with its business

of its fund management is targeting

equipped with flue-gas desulfurization, and

such as poverty alleviation and assistance

performance hitting another record high.

mixed-ownership and the transformation

80% of them had de-nitrification devices

to Xinjiang. In 2014, SDIC donated a total

At the end of the year, SDIC’s total assets

of its growth model. The reform of its

installed. For every kWh of electricity

of 29.7 million yuan, and initiated the

reached 461.7 billion yuan, up 33% over

international business aims at building an

generated, 318g of coal was used, down

Industry Development Fund for poor areas

the beginning of the year, and financial

international investment holding company.

by 1.6g year on year, and there was a

in China, seeking to promote development-

assets under management (AUM) reached

SDIC has further improved its capital

reduction of about 270,000 tons in carbon

oriented poverty reduction.

645.5 billion yuan. Its gross revenue

structure, continued to invest in industries

dioxide emissions. A total of 105 technical

and total profit stood at 112.6 billion

concerning national security and the

retrofit projects commenced for energy

2015 is the first year for SDIC to promote

yuan and 14.5 billion yuan, up 17%

economy, developed emerging industries

conservation and emissions reduction,

the pilot program on comprehensive

and 26% respectively year on year. The

of strategic importance in an innovative

involving an investment of 530 million

reform as well as the last year of its Three-

growth rates exceeded the target set by

way, and completed the exit integration,

yuan.

Year Plan. SDIC will adhere to the principle

the State-owned Assets Supervision and

acquisition and reorganization of a series

Administration Commission of the State

of major projects, giving full play to the

In line with the tenet of working for

progress, make bold attempts, deepen

Council (SASAC). Ever since the Second

leading role of a state-owned investment

investors, for society, and for employees,

reform, pursue innovation, adapt to the

Pioneering Campaign was launched, SDIC

company.

SDIC took an active part in community

New Normal of the Chinese economy,

building and strived to fulfill its

improve the quality and efficiency of

has seen its profit grow at an average

of maintaining stability while seeking

annual rate of 27% for nearly 12 years and

In 2014, SDIC took an active role in

responsibilities and obligations as an

development, keep the Second Pioneering

its contribution to the Chinese economy

fulfilling its environmental responsibility,

excellent corporate citizen in 2014. It

spirit of seizing every minute and

and society increased significantly. It

striving to be an environmentally-friendly

continued to operate with honesty and

overcoming all difficulties, staying at the

has been rated as A-class in the annual

enterprise. SDIC intensified its investments

integrity and stayed in line with the law,

forefront of reform and development

performance assessment conducted by

in the green economy. The newly added

strengthened the communication and

to push forward SDIC’s initiatives, thus

SASAC for ten consecutive years.

clean energy capacity accounted for 78.8%

cooperation with stakeholders. SDIC put

making new and greater contributions

of the total of newly installed capacity.

people first, worked to protect employees’

to the reform of state-owned assets and

In 2014, SDIC was designated by SASAC

The development of clean energy such

rights and interests, paid close attention

enterprises.

as a pilot company for the reform of state-

as shale gas and algae oil was promoted

to their physical and mental health, and

owned investment companies.

cooperatively, and progress was made in

offered them ample career opportunities,

urban minerals, sea water desalination,

so as to grow together with the employees.

According to SASAC’s general instructions,

and other economic recycling projects.

Because of the high priority placed on

SDIC made active efforts to devise specific

SDIC made continued efforts to boost

safety, SDIC invested more in this regard,

reform measures and set a clear direction

energy conservation and reduction. The

strengthened and refined management,

for some of its subsidiaries and equity

energy consumption per 10,000 yuan of

promoted safety and risk management

invested enterprises. The reform of its

output (at constant prices) saw a year-on-

systems, thus the safety management was

financial business will focused on market-

year decrease of 9%. The coal-fired power

comprehensively enhanced. SDIC was also

Wang Huisheng
Chairman, SDIC
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Corporate Profile

Key Figures

Financial Data

2014

2013

2012

Total Assets (million yuan)

461,726

348,120

311,520

Owners’ Equity (million yuan)

119,643

100,506

89,885

Gross Revenue (million yuan)

112,620

98,648

84,653

Total Profit (million yuan)

145,38

115,18

112,11

Taxes (million yuan)

12,289

10,083

10,035

EVA (million yuan)

5,180

4,211

4,873

111.18

107.88

111.21

2014

2013

2012

320.05

734.59

295.97

Increase in Value of Assets (%)

Environmental Data
Spending on Technical Retrofit for Pollution Control (million yuan)

Established on May 5, 1995, State

fertilizer and other basic or resource-

Eventually, the value of state-owned assets

Development & Investment Corporation

dependent industries, and strategic

are maintained or increased.

Total Energy Consumption (million tce)

13.83

14.61

13.57

(SDIC) is a state-owned investment

emerging industries. As for financial

holding company approved by the State

services and other services, SDIC is mainly

SDIC practices a parent-subsidiary

0.227

0.250

0.240

Council and also one of the major state-

engaged in finance, venture capital,

management system, with Mr.

Energy Consumption Per 1,000 yuan of Output
(tce/1,000 yuan, constant prices)

owned enterprises directly managed by

engineering and technical services,

Wang Huisheng as Chairman (legal

317.85

319.49

315.51

the central authorities. With a registered

consulting, old-age services, and asset

representative) and Mr. Feng Shidong

capital of 19.47 billion yuan, SDIC had

management. Its international business

as President. It has 14 administrative

SO2 Emissions (kt)

24.1

31.9

32.9

461.7 billion yuan in total assets, and

covers outbound direct investment,

departments and the office of Committee

COD (t)

478

488

507

more than 80,000 employees by the end

international EPC, and international trade,

on State-owned Investment Companies

of 2014. Its gross revenue and total profit

which is intended to make the company

of Investment Association of China at

in 2014 were 112.6 billion yuan and 14.5

better involved in the international

its headquarters, as well as 11 wholly-

billion yuan respectively. SDIC has been

community. SDIC plays the unique role of

owned subsidiaries and 12 controlling

2014

2013

2012

rated A-class in the annual performance

an investment holding company driving

subsidiaries. In total, there are 184 tier-3

80,542

86,399

83,545

assessment conducted by SASAC for ten

the Chinese economy and restructuring the

enterprises or above, which SDIC wholly

consecutive years and appraised as an

state-owned economy.

owns or controls. Seven of the enterprises

3,788

9,822

8,773

779.11

674.93

525.11

1,258

1,279

1,040

4

7

2

0.03

0.23

0.06

29.70

42.35

31.72

“Excellently-Performing Enterprise” for
three consecutive rounds.

which SDIC controls are public companies,
After 20 years of exploration and endeavor,

including SDIC Power Holding Co., Ltd.

Coal consumption per Coal-fired generation unit (g/kWh)

Social Data
Total Number of Employees (person)
New Recruits (person)
Spending on Science & Technology Activities (million yuan)

SDIC has gradually developed a mode of

(600886.SH), SDIC Xinji Energy Co., Ltd.

Since its establishment, SDIC has been

operation featuring equity investment,

(601918.SH), SDIC Zhonglu Fruit Juice

improving its development strategy and

equity management and equity operation

Co., Ltd. (600962.SH), Sinotex Investment

Deaths from Work Accidents (person)

asset structure, and gradually developed

and a combination of asset operation

& Development Co., Ltd. (600061.SH),

its tri-pillared business framework,

and capital operation. Specifically, this

China National Complete Plant Import &

Death Rate Per Million Tons of Raw Coal Mined

namely domestic industrial investment,

method involves obtaining equity through

Export Corporation (000151.SZ), Hua Lien

financial services and other services,

investment, increasing the value of

International (Holding) Co., Ltd. (00969.

and international business. Its domestic

invested-in enterprises through equity

HK), and Zhongxin Fruit and Juice Limited

industrial investment focuses on power

management, and gaining profits through

(5EG.SGX). These companies forges “SDIC

generation, coal mining, transportation,

equity transfer or equity operation.

brand” in the Chinese capital market.

Investment in Work Safety (million yuan)

Charitable Donations (million yuan)
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Corporate Strategies

Build a top enterprise, reach top
levels, and deliver top performance

Introduce innovations to the talent
development and promote the talent
pool building and key talent projects
in a planned way in accordance with
SDIC’s strategies and goals

Integrate regional resources to
create industry clusters and foster
comparative and competitive
advantages within regions

Top Strategy

Talent
Development
Strategy

Focus on basic and resource-dependent
industry investments and emphasizing
implementation

Regional
Development
Strategy

Six Strategies
Consolidate the tri-pillared business
framework of domestic industrial
investment, financial services and
other services, and international
business

Corporate Values
Tenet

Vision

Core Values

Working for Investors, for
Society, and for Employees

Becoming a Top Investment
Holding Company with
International Competitiveness

Being Harmony-oriented,
Creating Wealth, Pursuing
Development in a Scientific Way

Spirit

Business Philosophy

Idea of Cooperation

Developing with Innovation and
Pursuing Excellence

Combination of Capital
Operation and Asset Operation

Integrity and Win-win Outcomes

Synergy
Strategy

Go Global
Strategy

Improve SDIC’s overall competitiveness
by creating synergies between
business sectors, projects, regions,
resources, and managerial activities

Increase SDIC’s global presence through
outbound direct investment, international
EPC and international trade

Green and New
Energy Strategy
Invest more in energy conservation,
environmental protection and new
energy, build strengths in such industries,
and identify new sources for growth
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Corporate Governance and
Organizational Structure
Leadership

Organizational Structure

Wang Huisheng Chairman

Feng Shidong Member of the Board of Directors & President

Shi Hongxiang Vice President

Chen Dechun Vice President

Zhang Hua CFO

Qian Meng Vice President

Li Bing Vice President

SDIC Coal Co., Ltd.
SDIC Communications Holding Co., Ltd.

General Office

Board of
Supervisors

SDIC High-Tech Investment Co., Ltd.

Yang Xiaohui Vice President

Dept. of Human
Resources

Wang Lida Head of Discipline Inspection Group

SDIC Capital Holdings Co., Ltd.
China Gaoxin Investment Group Corp.

Dept. of Strategy &
Development
Dept. of Operation &
Management

SDIC Asset Management Co.
Whollyowned
Subsidiaries

China Electronics Engineering Design Institute
China SDIC International Trade Co., Ltd.

Dept. of Work Safety

Corporate Governance
SDIC established a Board of Directors.

and acting on the decisions made by the

As the platforms of specialized

There are eight directors, of whom five

Board of Directors and for the day-to-day

management in different sectors, the

are outside directors and three are non-

operations and management.

subsidiary companies are responsible for

outside ones, including one employee

managing and improving the performance

elected director. The Board of Directors is

SDIC has established a parent-subsidiary

of invested-in enterprises, hunting for

SDIC’s supreme decision-making body, and

management system. With capital as the

investment opportunities, and promoting

its chairman is SDIC’s legal representative.

bond, it exercises management at three

business development.

Under the Board, there are Strategy

levels, namely headquarters, subsidiary

Committee, Nomination Committee,

companies, and invested-in enterprises.

Remuneration & Appraisal Committee, and

As the units in business frontlines, the

Board of
Directors

Dept. of Finance &
Accounting

Rongshi International Holding Co., Ltd.

Dept. of Legal Affairs

SDIC Chuangyi Industrial Fund Management
Co., Ltd.

Representative
Office (Regional
Branch)

Management

Audit & Risk
ManagementCommittee

China National Complete Plant Import & Export
Corporation (Group)

Dept. of Supervision

invested-in enterprises are profit generators

Audit & Risk Management Committee.

As a center for strategy and investment

of SDIC, and undertake the responsibility

In 2014, the Board of Directors ran

decision-making, operation and

for the operation and management of

smoothly with 9 meetings convened

information sharing, the headquarters

business in specific areas. SDIC appoints

and 29 decisions regarding managerial

is responsible for making decisions on

directors and supervisors for the invested-

rules, personnel appointment & dismissal,

major issues such as development strategy,

in enterprises, and evaluates and supervises

strategic plans, and major investments.

business targets and investment. Moreover,

the management teams in economic, social

it supervises the operation of subsidiary

and environmental performances based on

The managers, as the executive body

companies and invested-in enterprises, and

fiscal year or term of office.

of SDIC, are responsible for supporting

offers due support to them.

Remuneration & Appraisal
Committee

SDIC Power Holding Co., Ltd.

Dept. of Audit

SDIC Xinji Energy Co., Ltd.
SDIC Xinjiang Luobupo Potash Co., Ltd.

Dept. of IT Management
Nomination Committee
Dept. of Party Building &
Employee relations
Strategy Committee
Dept. of Retiree Services

SDIC Research
& Training
Institute

SDIC Xinjiang Office (SDIC Xinjiang Branch)

SDIC Research
Center
SDIC Training
Center

Partiallyowned
Subsidiaries of
Which SDIC is
the Majority
Shareholder

Essence Securities Co., Ltd.
SDIC Finance Co., Ltd.
China National Investment & Guaranty Co., Ltd.
SDIC Fund Management Co., Ltd.
China National Investment Consulting Co., Ltd.
SDIC Property Management Co., Ltd.
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Stakeholder Engagement

NGO

Government
Ways of
communication

Working conference
Routine communications

SASAC

Partners

Customers

Invested-in
enterprises

Employees

Assessment of the corporate
performance

Signing cooperation
agreement

Products and service

Setting operation goals

Interview and discussion

Performance assessment

Employees’ Congress and
discussion

Supervision

Contract execution

Questionnaire survey

Conferences and discussion

Training

Working conference

High-level meeting

Routine management

Suggestion and feedback

Report

Routine communication

Creditors

Regular communications
Information Disclosure

Social
organizations

Communities
and the public

Participation in their
activities

Information disclosure

Provision of necessary help

Communications

Press conference

Participation in decisionmaking
Working communications

Expectation
for SDIC

Drive China’s economic and
social development
Abide by laws and
regulations
Fulfill the social responsibility

Increase assets value
Standardized operation and
management
Enhance the corporate
competitiveness

Reciprocity and mutual
benefits

Provide standard and
efficient services

Provide guidance and
support

Stick to “people oriented”
concept

Operate soundly
Pursue long-term value

Support and participate in
their activities

Provide information in
time and accurately

Common development

Satisfy customer’ demands

Clarify responsibility

Running the Corporation
with the collective efforts
from all employees

Emphasize risk management

Abide by their rules

Take part in the
community activities

Promote innovation
Management, coordination
and service

Emphasize the training of
employees
Competitive remuneration
Sustainable and healthy
development

Co-build harmonious
community
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Corporate Social Responsibility Highlights

Involvement in Industrial Organizations

SDIC incorporates its CSR philosophy into its development strategy and every aspect of operations, and attaches great

Name of social group or organization

SDIC's position in the group or organization

importance to CSR management. It has been improving the CSR management system and enhancing communication with

The Investment Association of China

Vice Chairman

stakeholders to create the greatest possible value for the economy, the environment and society so as to fulfill its CSR.

Professional Committee of State-owned Investment Corporation of the Investment Chairman
Association of China
China Venture Capital & Private Equity Association

Co-chairman

China Center for International Economic Exchanges

Standing Director

Operating within the law and with honesty and integrity, saving energy,
protecting the environment, and contributing to harmony

China National Association of Engineering Consultants

Standing Director

China Overseas Development Association

Director

China Tendering & Bidding Association

Standing Director

Improving the CSR System

Enhancing Communication
with Stakeholders

China Association for the Promotion of Industrial Development

Director

Committee of Energy and Water Resource., Price Association of China

Vice Chairman

China Electronics Enterprises Association

Vice Chairman

SDIC has been enhancing the

China Association of Chief Financial Officers

Director
Standing Director

CSR Philosophy

The CSR Committee, headed by

Editing and Releasing CSR
Report

Chairman and composed of other senior

SDIC has a sound CSR report system. It

management of SDIC, make the plans

edits the CSR report by itself to ensure that

for the company’s CSR practice. SDIC’s

communication with stakeholders and

China Association of Building Energy Efficiency

disclosed information is complete and true.

Standing Director

administrative departments are responsible

spreading the idea of green investment.

China Ports & Harbors Association

SDIC has released its CSR report for seven

It considers CSR reports as a bridge of

China-Europe Association for Technical and Economic Cooperation

Director

for advancing CSR work according to

consecutive years and the English version

China International Institute of Multinational Corporations

Standing Director

their respective roles; its subsidiaries and

communication, and discloses information

for four consecutive years. It is also the

China Association of International Engineering Consultants

Standing Director

invested-in enterprises are responsible for

about its CSR achievements in an

first central SOE to launch an APP for CSR

carrying out specific CSR work according

innovative way and through multiple

China International Contractors Association

Director

report.

channels. SDIC is also actively involved in

Overseas Professional Committee of China Engineering Cost Association

Vice Chairman

CSR exchange activities to learn from good

China Association for International Economic Cooperation

Director

experience and increase its capacity for

China Chamber of Commerce of Foodstuffs and Native Produce

Part-time Vice Chairman

fulfilling social responsibility.

Financial Branch of Institute of China Supervision

Director

National Association of Financial Market Institutional Investors

Standing Director

China Institute of Internal Audit

Director

China Enterprise Confederation/China Enterprise Directors Association

Vice Chairman

China Group Companies Association

Vice Chairman

Potash Branch of China National Inorganic Saltes Industry Association

Standing Director

China National Coal Association

Standing Director

Management as a Central SOE”. Recognized as one of China’s Top 100 Multinationals, SDIC received an Outstanding Contribution

China Veverage Industry Association

Vice Chairman

Award from China Group Companies Association (CGCA) for the research on the reform and development of enterprises. SDIC

China Association of Work Safety

Standing Director

Chairman Wang Huisheng is hailed by the media as one of the Top 10 Figures of Central SOEs. SDIC Power Holding Co., Ltd. is

China Society of Administrative Reform

Vice Chairman

recognized by the media as one of the Top 10 Listed Central SOEs in Market Capitalization Management. Yalong River Hydropower

Securities Association of China

Member

Development Co., Ltd. won the special prize of China Hydropower Science and Technology Award. SDIC Xinji Energy Co., Ltd.,

China Futures Association

Director

SDIC Qinzhou Electric Power Co., Ltd., and SDIC Gansu Xiaosanxia Power Co., Ltd. are among the fourth group of China’s Model

China Financing Guarantee Association

Chairman

Organizations. Jingyuan Second Power Co., Ltd. won the First Prize of National Award for Equipment Management Innovation in the

China National Association of Finance Companies

Chairman

Power Industry. SDIC Qinzhou Electric Power Co., Ltd. was selected as a National Model for Employee Education and Training. Mine-I

China Trustee Association

Director

and Mine-II of SDIC Xinji Energy Co., Ltd. and the Wangxingzhuang Coal Mine of SDIC Henan New-energy Development Co., Ltd.

China Electricity Council

Director

were selected into the fourth group of participants in the National Pilot Program on Green Mine Development. The Tashan Coal Mine

China Society for Electrical Engineering

Standing Director

of SDIC Datong Energy Co., Ltd. received the Best Team Building Demonstration Base Award and the team headed by Li Linguo in

China Society for Hydropower Engineering

Vice Chairman

the fully mechanized coalface won the title of “China’s Pioneer Workers”. The coal terminal project of SDIC Caofeidian Port Co., Ltd.

China Civil Engineering Society

Director

was shortlisted for the 100 classic and quality projects over 35 years of reform and opening-up, and won the Chinese Construction

China Society of Power Engineering

Director

Projects Luban Award (National Quality Projects). YAPP Automotive Parts Co., Ltd. is recognized as an exemplary enterprise in

China Chamber of International Commerce

Standing Director

China Cotton Association

Member

Beijing Silver Industry Association

Standing Director

The Surety & Fidelity Association of America

Member

Pan-American Surety Association

Member

International Credit Insurance & Surety Association

Member

to the plan made by the headquarters.
A CSR Division has been established at
the SDIC Research Center for CSR-related
operations.

Public Recognition
SDIC’s efforts in fulfilling social responsibility have been widely acclaimed among the public. It has been rated A-class in the annual
performance assessment conducted by SASAC for ten consecutive years, and awarded the title of “Model Company in Improving

national technology innovation. China Electronics Engineering Design Institute (CEEDI) was awarded the title of “Excellent Innovative
Enterprise in China’s Engineering and Design Industry” and one of its projects won the first prize of China Outstanding Industrial
Building Design Award. Its S.Y.C project received the Zhan Tianyou Award. Yalong River Hydropower Development Co., Ltd. won the
Second Prize of National Award for Modern Business Management Innovation. SDIC Xinjiang Luobupo Potash Co., Ltd. took the first
prize of the first Patent Award of Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region.
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Acting on the Scientific Outlook on Development and focusing on
changing the growth model, SDIC makes active efforts to adjust
structure and pace, enhance management, speed up the “Six
Transformations”, optimize resource allocation, so as to improve
the structure of business operations, and develop innovative ways
of investment. It continues improving quality and efficiency and
increasing its capacity for sustainable development. In doing so,
SDIC makes contribution to China’s economic growth, social
progress and people’s well-being.

Total Assets
(100 million yuan)

Gross Revenue
(100 million yuan)

Total Profit
(100 million yuan)

4,617

1,126

145
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Business Performance Reaching New Heights
SDIC has adapted itself to the new

In 2014, SDIC’s total assets, gross revenue,

normal of China’s economic growth and

and total profit registered 461.7 billion yuan,

responded actively to the complicated

112.6 billion yuan, and 14.5 billion yuan, up

conditions. Over the past 12 years since the

35%, 14%, and 26% respectively year on

launch of the Second Pioneering, its annual

year, exceeding the target set by SASAC. Its

net income growth rate had remained at

EVA stood at 5.2 billion yuan, up 24% year on

27% and its main business indicators had

year and owner’s equity 119.6 billion yuan. The

sustained rapid growth.

value of state-owned assets rose by 111%.

Lianghekou Hydropower Station, largest of its kind in Tibetan-inhabited
areas, saw construction commence
As the only eligible hydropower development company on Yalong River designated
by the central government, Yalong River Hydropower has scored a victory in the
development of the river's lower reaches and now it is doubling efforts to quicken
the development of the upper and middle reaches in an all-round manner, which
was marked by the construction for the Lianghekou Hydropower Station.
Located in the Yajiang County, Ganzi Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, Sichuan

SDIC was rated A-class in the annual

Province, the Lianghekou Station stands as the first cascade power station on the

performance assessment for central SOEs

middle reaches of the Yalong River with larger installed capacity than its six other

conducted by SASAC for ten consecutive years

counterparts there. It is also the largest hydropower complex in term of scale under

since the launch of the assessment in 2004.

construction in the country’s Tibetan-inhabited areas. The Lianghekou Reservoir
has the normal pool level, total storage and regulation storage of 2,865 m, 10.77
billion m3, and 6.56 billion m3 respectively, capable of multi-year operation. Its

Groundbreaking ceremony for the
Lianghekou Hydropower Station

Industrial Investment

gravel soil coreed =rockfill dam has a maximum height of 295 m, the highest one
of China’s rockfill dams, either completed or under construction. Its power house,
located underground, is equipped with 6×0.5GW water-turbine generator units and

Electricity:

expected annual average power generation capacity of 11 billion kWh.

SDIC seeks development based on

The newly installed and approved power capacity of SDIC registered 6.15 GW and 9.98 GW

needs of the country and society, and

respectively in 2014. Yalong River Hydropower adhered to the strategy of developing the

Once completed, the Lianghekou Hydropower Station will compensate and regulate

makes investments in basic and strategic

entire river basin in “4 steps”. In 2014, Jinping-I, Jinping-II and Guandi Hydropower Stations

the generation capacity of power plants on the lower reaches of the river, thus

emerging industries concerning national

were completed and put into operation, the construction in the lower reaches of the Yalong

greatly optimize the seasonally-uneven distribution of power generation in Sichuan

security and the lifeline of the national

River drew to a close, and the focus of the development shifted toward the middle reaches

and Chongqing Power Grid for it can store more water from the rainy season.

economy, giving play to the leading role

of the river. The Lianghekou Hydropower Station was approved for construction and all

Thanks to the Station, the Yangtze River will have an improved eco-environment

of state-owned assets in driving economic

other hydropower stations on the middle reaches were also approved for preparatory work.

on its upper reaches and see the increased capacity for flood control on its lower

growth at local and national levels. In

Other projects like Hami Wind Power and Panbei Coal-fired Power went into full operation,

reaches. In the future, the Lianghekou, Jinping-I, and Ertan reservoir-based

2014, SDIC successfully pushed forward its

Meizhouwan Power Plant was acquired, and the projects including Beijiang Power-II,

hydropower stations, will boast a regulated storage capacity of 14.9 billion m3,

key construction projects, spending a total

Qinzhou Power-II and Xuan Cheng Power-II were approved for construction. In 2014, SDIC

enabling the main stream of Yalong River to realize multi-year regulation. Then the

of 25.2 billion yuan on infrastructure.

Power generated electricity of 134.9 billion kWh, up 16% year on year.

Yalong River will become China’s only river truly capable of multi-year regulation
under the management of the proprietor. To tackle the power shortage in the dry

Yalong River

season, Yalong River Hydropower can generate more power which is equivalent to
the annual output of the Ertan Hydropower Station and produce huge compensating
and regulatory effects for Wudongde, Baihetan, Xiluodu, Xiangjiaba, Three Gorges

SDIC Hami Power's Dananhu Power Plant having its No.1 generator unit
connected to the grid for the first time

Lianghekou
Hydropower Station

and Gezhouba Hydropower Stations on Jinsha River and Yangtze River.
As Guandi, Jinping-I and Jinping-II Hydropower Stations on the lower reaches

On October 14, 2014, SDIC Hami Power’s Dananhu Power Plant, saw its No.1
generator unit connected to the grid for the first time, which was one of the major
power sources set by China’s 12th Five-Year Plan and the program of “transmitting
Xinjiang’s electricity to other parts of China”. This unit was one of Xinjiang’s first 0.6
GW generator units connected to the grid via the ±800kV Hazheng DC extra-high
voltage power transmission line.

of Yalong River went into operation successively, Yalong River Hydropower
Development Co., Ltd. has grown into a hydro-power giant in China with total assets
and installed capacity exceeding 100 billion yuan and 10 GW respectively. There
will be 17 cascade hydropower stations distributed along Yalong River’s middle and
upper reaches spanning 1,073 km. With the total installed capacity surpassing 14
GW, these stations are expected to cost 250 billion yuan. The clean and renewable

Dananhu Power Plant-Phase I is a large pithead plant integrated complex with two
660,000 kWh air-cooled generator units. As one of the first matching power sources for
the South Hami-Zhengzhou DC extra-high voltage transmission project, it is designed to
be in line with the Chinese policy for the energy industry and the power development
plan of the Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region. The successful grid connection marked
another milestone of the project and made it possible to support the No.1 generator unit
for its complete-set commissioning, 168-hour test run and trial production, thus laying
a foundation for the completion and operation of SDIC Hami Power’s Dananhu Power
Plant-Phase I.

power generated by the hydropower stations on the Yalong River will be supplied to

Jinping-I
Hydropower Station

Sichuan, Chongqing, Central China and even Eastern China. When the 22 cascade
Jinping-II
Hydropower Station

hydropower stations are all completed, Yalong River will become a major power

Xichang

source of Sichuan and Chongqing Power Grid with the largest capacity for peak

Guandi
Hydropower Station

load and frequency adjustments as well as a reliable and quality power source in the
national Sending Power from the West to the East Project.

Panzhihua

Ertan
Hydropower Station
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industry climate, tries hard to cope with

SDIC Xinji Energy selected by MIIT to carry out the pilot program on IT
application in management

unfavorable factors, reduce cost, and carry
out intensive management, doubles efforts
to exit from some projects in a bid to
control investment scale and infrastructure
progress, and vigorously explores ways
of transformation. In 2014, SDIC Xinji
Energy’s coal-power integration program
came under construction with 2×1GW
generator units of Banji Power Plant-Phase
I’ approved; Fumei Mine-I of SDIC Qujing
Coal got a pass; five projects, i.e., Dananhu
Mine-I, Tiaohu Mine-I and Tiaohu MineII of SDIC Hami Energy, Luoyuan Mine and
Yangcun Coal Gasification of SDIC Xinji
Energy, were approved for preparatory
work; and the overall planning for the
north zone of Yining Mine Area in Xinjiang
also got approved. SDIC Coal produced
31.76 million tons of coal in 2014.
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SDIC actively responds to the change of
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importance:
Capitalizing on its existing resources and
proceeding from its own conditions, SDIC has

The Chinese Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) unveiled the list
enterprises in the pilot program on IT application in management in 2014. SDIC Xinji
Energy was on the list.

made breakthrough in developing new business.

Based on its practices in mine construction with information and automation
technology over years, the company realized a fact that integrated use of information
and automation to build mines would become the final path for the industrialization
process of mines. With the help of information and automation technology, computers,
networking, and other means, SDIC Xinji Energy, as required by the initiative towards
the integrated informatization and industrialization, will turn its manufacturing,
operating and management processes into digital forms and distribute to managers at
different levels so that they can be informed of the updated business in a timely manner.
Moreover, it will optimize the portfolio of production factors, hold people accountable
for work safety, pool mine business, allocate various resources rationally, and adapt to
the ever-changing, competitive market with a view to reaping the maximum profit.

the initiative to make the relevant planning in

Thanks to the comprehensive construction of IT-based management systems, SDIC
Xinji Energy has built a three-pronged advanced network system covering production,
operation and security management as well as completed many sub-systems and put
them into application, thus capable of carrying out production, operation and security
management in an IT-supported manner and making further advancement towards
modern and scientific corporate governance.

Beijing Drainage Group Co., Ltd. to create a water

SDIC explored a way to develop senior-caring
industry with its own characteristics and took
north China, Pearl River Delta, and Yangtze River
Delta; SDIC Chongqing Shale Gas started drilling
its first exploratory well and worked with China

SDIC High-Tech Investment entrusted to manage over 6 billion yuan
government funds
By the end of 2014, SDIC High-Tech Investment had been entrusted by the National
Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) and the Ministry of Finance to manage
the central financial funding worth 6.03 billion yuan of 21 joint ventures and 108
PE funds. With the total committed investment exceeding 30 billion yuan, the 108
funds are distributed in 18 provinces, autonomous regions, central municipalities and
cities in China, covering such strategic emerging industries as information technology,
biotechnology, new materials, high-end equipment manufacturing, new energy, energy
conservation and environmental protection. These funds can finance around 1,500
innovative enterprises and startups once capital is injected as scheduled.

National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) and
Sinochem Group (Sinochem) to speed up the
shale gas development in Chongqing; the bioenergy project in Guangdong Province entered
into an all-round construction phase; in terms of

While carrying out the entrusted management business, SDIC High-Tech Investment
also worked closely with more than 100 investment management institutions engaged
in emerging industry VC schemes, elevating the SDIC’s position in the industry. In the
future, the company will make greater contribution to the development of China’s
strategic emerging industries.

setting up capital platforms, SDIC worked with
environment found, engaged in diverting private
capital to Beijing’s infrastructure construction
and cooperated with China Mobile to establish

Coal terminal of Caofeidian Port winning national awards

a private equity fund in a bid to develop the
mobile Internet industry; with the help of the
Beijiang Power-II, the Group started the study of
engineering technology designed to desalinate
35,000 tons of seawater per day; and SDIC’s
project of getting energy from micro-algae in

Following the High-quality Water Transport Project Award, the Coal Terminal of
Caofeidian Port Area of Tangshan Port, constructed and operated by SDIC Caofeidian
Port, was selected into the “Top 100 Classic and Quality Projects in China’s 35-year
Reform and Opening-up”, and won the 2014-2015 Chinese Construction Projects Luban
Award (National Quality Projects), becoming the only specialized coal terminal winning
both awards.

collaboration with the Chinese Academy of
Sciences (CAS) ran smoothly.

Transportation:
SDIC gets actively involved in constructing the
energy transport routes according to China’s

SDIC Caofeidian Port

The selection of “Top 100 Classic and Quality Projects in China’s 35-year Reform and
Opening-up” is carried out by China Construction Industry Association together with
13 other industry associations of electricity, railway, highway, waterway, chemical
engineering, etc. to commend 100 landmark projects which not only play considerable
roles in economic growth, improvement in people’s well-being, and national defense but
also bear great historical significance and modern features.

energy strategies, promotes the strategic
planning of “two lines and two belts” in an
all-round manner, and further builds and
improves the coal transportation chain. The
project of the West Inner Mongolia-Central

The Chinese Construction Projects Luban Award is the highest award in the country’s
construction engineering feild as well as the first quality award for construction projects
since the start of the reform and opening-up. Since the selection committee of the
Award has always put quality before quantity and followed high standards and strict
requirements, the limited candidate projects will undergo rigorous scrutiny.

China Railway where SDIC holds equities was
approved; the project of Northern Xinjiang
Railway went under construction and was
included in the list of major transport projects
of China by the State Council; SDIC’s projects
along the west coast of the Taiwan Straits
including Meizhouwan Port gained pace
in construction; and the projects along the
Yangtze River Economic Belt like Chongqing
Guoyuan Port and Yueyang Coal Reserve
Base achieved stable progress. Companies
held or invested by SDIC Communications
realized a cargo handling capacity of 205
million tons in 2014.

As an integral part of China’s north-south coal transport system, the coal terminal of
Caofeidian Port Areas of Tangshan Port is planned to have five berths (i.e., two 100,000ton berths, one 70,000-ton berth, one 50,000-ton berth, and one 70,000-ton transit
berth), with expected annual handling capacity reaching 50 million tons. So it is one of
China’s largest docks. Aiming at constructing a resource-conserving and eco-friendly
port, SDIC Caofeidian Port innovatively used four car dumpers newly created at home
and abroad and installed the steel sheet pile wharf with the largest berthing capacity
in China. In addition to the utilization of many advanced equipment and techniques, it
also stressed work safety and project quality and carried out advanced management,
thus winning the title of “Excellence Companies of Hebei Province in Construction
Project Management” and the first place in the quality and security inspection for water
transport projects by the Ministry of Transport. Thanks to the advanced engineering
processes, equipment and facilities, the coal terminal realized its expected production
capacity in the next year since it was put into operation and earned the recognition
and support of the upstream and downstream companies. While reaping considerable
profits, it has also contributed to China’s energy and economic development.
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Financial and Other Services
SDIC actively develops financial services,

In 2014, SDIC Capital completed the renovation of the specialized financial management

continually enriches functions as an

platform; Essence Securities operated stably under the SDIC’s management and improved its

investment holding company, and further

comprehensive service capacity and ranking sector; SDIC Finance took the lead in providing

improves the capacity to serve the economy

syndicated loans and explored new modes to provide chain-based financial services; China

and society, by forming a business structure

Gaoxin Investment set up a fund management platform and private equity funds exceeded

featuring the coordinated development of

30 billion yuan; China National Investment & Guaranty Company(China I&G) worked

trust, guaranty, securities, futures, property

with e-commerce companies to establish the Internet finance joint venture to promote

insurance, securities investment funds,

transformation of business modes; SDIC Trust developed mixed ownership by introducing

and industry investment funds. SDIC’s

strategic investors; and SDIC CGOG Futures Co., Ltd. became a member of China Financial

financial sector acts on the instructions of

Futures Exchange (CFFEX) and was given grade “A” by China Securities Regulatory

central SOE reform and strives to improve

Commission (CSRC) for five years in a row. In 2014, the SDIC’s financial and other services

its competitiveness through reform and

saw their assets and profits growing considerably, accounting for 32% and 25% of the total

innovation.

respectively.

SDIC Trust granted two awards
As a company that “Manages Others’ Money as Entrusted”, SDIC Trust strives to
prevent and control risk, and keeps introducing high credit rating products in a bid to
provide clients with specialized, diversified, and customized financial services. Since
its establishment ten years ago, the company has honored all trust products and kept
its existing programs in good conditions. SDIC Trust is seen as a trustworthy financial
consultant by clients.
SDIC Trust, famous for its robust operations, excellent wealth management and risk
control capacity, and good image, won the “Best Brand Award” among trust companies
at the 2014 “Leading China” Financial Industry Summit for Innovative Development. At
the 2014 Trust Industry Summit, it was also granted with the award of “Trust Companies
Excelling in Risk Control”.

Achievements Made in Capital Operation

SDIC set up a specialized platform to manage financial services

SDIC continued to strengthen capital

Chairman Wang Huisheng meeting with Chairman Lee Chong Kwee of Jurong Port Pte. Ltd., Singapore

operation in an innovative way and
As an integral part of SDIC’s business structure, financial services have gained solid
ground for further development after years of growth. Against the backdrop of the SOE
reform, SDIC instituted a program of reforming the management of financial services.
Highlighting market-based and specialized management, the program was expected
to use SDIC Capital as a platform to bring the sector under specialized, coordinated
management.
SDIC Capital strived to implement the program of reforming the financial business
model, development strategies, performance management, and overall risk monitoring in
a market-based and specialized manner; continued to improve its functions, systems and
capacity to better control risk and deliver specialized services to clients; further optimized
the market-based incentive and constraint mechanism with a view to invigorating itself
for greater competitiveness; kept restructuring to gradually form a business portfolio
with strengths, complementarity, scalability, and considerable profitability.

China I & G set up an Internet finance company together with e-commerce
companies
To mitigate its overdependence on high-risk guarantee business, China I & G continued
to come up with new ideas, adopt new modes, and vigorously develop the Internet
finance business. It worked with Ali Small and Hundsun Technologies Inc. to set
up Zhejiang Santan Financial Information Service Co., Ltd., to give full play the
complementary advantages of the core business of each party, i.e., credit, cash flow, and
technology.

completed multiple major acquisitions
and assets-restructuring deals, further
enhancing its capital operation capability.
In 2014, SDIC acquired Essence Securities
and started to reorganize it for going

SDIC started major assets restructuring of Essence Securities
In July 2014, SDIC started the major assets restructuring of Sinotex Investment &
Development and Essence Securities. Sinotex Investment & Development planned to buy
100% shares of Essence Securities held by SDIC and other shareholders in the form of
private placement and provide financing.

public; SDIC Trust steadily pushed
forward mixed ownership reform by
introducing strategic investors such as
Taikang Life Insurance Co., Ltd. in a form
of capital increase.
Also in this year, SDIC won the long-term
credit rating of AAA and the short-term
rating of AAA, with the rating outlook
being stable. It had the private placement
notes of 11.5 billion yuan, short-term
financing note of 5.4 billion yuan and
the super-short-term financing note of
1.5 billion yuan, providing stable funding
for its future development.

This major assets restructuring plan was approved unconditionally by CSRC’s Review
Board for Mergers, Acquisitions and Restructuring of Listed Companies after SASAC’s
pre-review, assessment for the record, official review, as well as the reviews by CSRC’s
Shanghai and Shenzhen branches and Agency Department. So far, the plan for assets
restructuring of Sinotex Investment & Development and the public listing of Essence
Securities completed external review and entered into actual operation.
It took only six months for the plan to be approved, which fully embodied the
recognition of the regulatory agencies, stakeholders, and the capital market for this plan
and for SDIC’s capital operation. The assets restructuring of Essence Securities is another
milestone of SDIC’s capital operation. As the most successful case of capital operation
since SDIC's establishment, this restructuring practice became one of the highlights of
China’s capital market in 2014.
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Innovation Capability Effectively Enhanced
Technological Innovation:

Acting on market rules, SDIC focuses on
optimizing resource allocation, portfolio

SDIC actively pushes its invested-

SDIC doubled efforts to build innovation capabilities and manage intellectual property,

composition and business framework, brings

in enterprises to develop proprietary

released its first strategic program for intellectual property, and got 148 authorized

innovation and management innovation

patents including 31 patents of invention in 2014, up 82% year on year. The micro-

and applies innovation results to projects

algae bioenergy, one of its key technological projects, made stable progress; the

through innovation management,

seawater desalination project was included into the national science-technology support

shareholder value orientation and

plan by Ministry of Science and Technology; Yalong River Hydropower was granted the

performance appraisal.

Special Prize of China Hydropower Science and Technology Award; YAPP Automotive

into play its strength in comprehensive
competitiveness, further enhances its
capability to serve the national economy and
society, and strives to maximize its interests.
SDIC has accelerated its restructuring process
to concentrate on its core business. Entries
into certain business sectors and withdrawals
from others were seen performed. In
2014, it made groundbreaking progress in
withdrawing from some projects. Throughout
the year, SDIC disinvested from 63 projects
with 3.5 billion yuan recovered, such as
withdrawing from its shipping business,
Yangquan Nanzhuang Coal Group, Hongta
Securities, Qujing Power, and Xindeng
Zhengzhou Cement, etc.. COMPLANT and
SDIC Trade completed their international
business integration. Two of SDIC's coal
trade companies merged into one.

Smooth completion of structural adjustment work for the company’s air
freight business
Inspired by SASAC's instruction on encouraging the strategic restructuring among
central SOEs for more professional management, SDIC and China Shipping started
to restructure and pool their shipping business in a bid to promote cooperation and
sustainable development in shipping, port, finance and other relevant fields, increase
their market prominence with better comprehensive competitiveness, and seek mutual
benefit and joint development. After more than one year’s arduous negotiations, SDIC
finally reached a consensus with China Shipping on the restructuring plan.

Parts was recognized as an exemplary enterprise in the national technology innovation
campaign and has become SDIC’s first company owning a well-known trademark; YAPP
Automotive Parts and Sinotex Investment & Development each had products included
in the National New Products Program; CEEDI won the Second Prize of National Science

On December 18, 2014, SDIC received from SASAC the Official Reply on the Issues
Concerning the Free-of-Charge Transfer of State-owned Shares of SDIC Far East Shipping
Co., Ltd. and SDIC Shipping Development Co., Ltd. On December 29, SDIC released the
Notice on the Transfer of 100% Shares of Honghai Shipping Development Co., Ltd.,
Hongyang Shipping Development Co., Ltd. and Hongzhou Shipping Development Co.,
Ltd. The abovementioned five companies had changed their industrial and commercial
registration information, which marked that SDIC’s shipping business had been
restructured into China Shipping (Group) Company.

and Technology Progress Award; a project undertaken by S. Y. Technology, Engineering
& Construction Co., Ltd. won the China Zhan Tianyou Civil Engineering Award; and
Beijing Tongyizhong Specialty Fiber Technology & Development Co., Ltd. earned the
Award for Chinese Outstanding Patented Invention.

The shipping business restructuring was the second cooperative program between
SDIC and China Shipping, followed by the previous one between SDIC Power and
China Shipping Bulk Carrier Co., Ltd. As a result of the two sides' efforts for strategic
cooperation in new circumstances, it marked that they had embraced a new phase of
mutual benefits and joint development.

Management Innovation:
SDIC continues to improve its management with the help of a long-term mechanism
and made stable progress towards standardized, institutionalized, and meticulous
management.
In 2014, SDIC completed tasks in management improvement through three phases and
summed up 108 pieces of useful experience, receiving the title of “Excellently-performing

International Business Progressing Steadily

State-owned Enterprise in Management Improvement Campaign”; kept improving
its infrastructure management by benchmarking itself against others, intensifying
YAPP Automotive Parts recognized as
an exemplary enterprise in the national
technology innovation campaign

SDIC takes international operations
as an important means to change its
growth model and expand the room for

relevant assessment, and institutionalizing its management experience on infrastructure;
promoted the standardization on work safety and the building of an emergency
management system, and brought safety issues under meticulous management;

development. It has been promoting its

strengthened classified performance evaluation so as to be aligned with the market’s

international business with firm steps.

needs and explored how to build a differentiated, marketed-based performance

In 2014, SDIC released the international

evaluation and incentive mechanism.

business reform program which made the
Group’s management structure clearer;

Cost management became more meticulous for cost reduction and efficiency

Rongshi International Holding Co., Ltd.

improvement. SDIC carried out the budget quota control, started the construction of

started to operate as a subsidiary; SDIC

an online expense reimbursement system, and brought budget control, accounting, and

Trade set up a company in Hong Kong

financial supervision under the integrated closed-loop management. Thanks to these

to carry out offshore trade and finance;

endeavors, SDIC saw the proportion of total cost to revenue decrease by 0.9 percentage

COMPLANT signed a strategic cooperation

point year on year. In 2014 it conducted the centralized purchase worthy of 3.6 billion

agreement with Cambodia’s Royal Group

yuan, by which 40 million yuan was saved.

in a bid to break into a new market;
YAPP Automotive Parts established an

Yalong River Hydropower and SDIC Xinji Energy were selected to implement the national

engineering technology center in Germany

pilot program on IT application in management; Tashan Coal Mine of SDIC Datong

and increased its international presence by
acquiring the oil tank sector of BC Group

Energy gave high attention to team building and the steel squad of its comprehensive
mining area received the title of “National Pioneer Workers”; Office for Professional

General Manager Feng Shidong with Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen

in North America, a move that brought its

Committee of State-owned Investment Companies of Investment Association of China

oil tank sales to third place in the world;

invest overseas with other companies. Thanks to the intensified efforts in expanding the

and SDIC signed an agreement with

international market, SDIC earned 36.6 billion yuan revenue from its international business,

Anhui Conch on an Indonesian cement

up 26% year on year, making its way into China’s Top 100 Transnational Corporations for

project, which was a new attempt to

the first time.

developed and released the standard values for the performance assessment of stateYalong River Hydropower granted Special Prize
of China Hydropower Science and Technology
Award

owned investment companies on a yearly basis, which provides useful reference for
these companies' benchmarking; and Yalong River Hydropower won the Second Prize of
National Award for Modern Business Management Innovation.
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Adhering to the philosophy of “developing low-carbon
economy, green economy and a circular economy”, SDIC bases
its sustainable development on environmental protection and
continues to develop new energy, conduct technical retrofitting
for energy conservation and emissions reduction, improve the
efficiency of resource usage, and strives to protect biodiversity
in an effort to grow into a resource-efficient and environmentfriendly enterprise, and contribute to China’s ecological progress.

Energy Consumption per
10,000 yuan Output
(unit: ton/ 10,000 yuan)

Coverage of Fluegas Desulfurization
Equipment

Spending on Energy
Conservation and
Emissions Reduction
(unit: 10,000 yuan)

2.27

100%

131,655
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Intensifying Environment Protection in Project Construction

Proactively Developing Clean Energy

SDIC attaches great importance to

SDIC continues to optimize its power

capacity per set is 423 MW), 16.12 MW of hydropower, 601.5 MW of new energy. It is the

environmental protection. Before a

generation composition and gives priority

first time that the proportion of clean energy exceeds 50% in SDIC's power business.

project's construction, SDIC actively

Xinji Mine-I, Xinji Mine-II and Wangxingzhuang Mine of SDIC Henan
New-energy selected into a National Pilot Program on Green Mine
Development

to clean energy. In 2014, its investment

According to the No.11 Announcement released by Ministry of Land and Resources in
2014, Xinji Mine-I and Xinji Mine-II of SDIC Xinji Energy and Wangxingzhuang Mine
of SDIC Henan New-energy were included in the fourth group of participants in the
National Pilot Program on Green Mine Development. So far, these three mines, added
with SDIC Datong Tashan Coal Mine, one making its way into the third group in 2013,
were the four state-level pilot green mines owned by the SDIC. In the future, they
would develop construction plans in line with the requirements of Ministry of Land and
Resources in terms of green mines and take the supporting measures so as to build
themselves eligible state-level green mines as early as possible, contributing to the
building of a resource-conserving and eco-friendly society, and the development of local
economy.

By the end of 2014, SDIC-controlled

2014, the government approved SDIC to develop 9.98 GW of power capacity in the future,

installed capacity reached 33.22 GW,

including 6.66 GW of thermal power, 3 GW of hydropower, and 317.5 MW of wind and

including 16.5 GW of thermal power (with

solar power, with the proportion of clean energy being 33.24%.

conducts an assessment on the project's
impact on ecological environment and
chooses an environmentally-friendly
plan. During the construction, it takes
project types, construction features, and
development progress into consideration
and comprehensively prevents and controls
environmental pollution and ecological
damage. The environmental protection and
pollution control practices it has carried
out include water and soil conservation, revegetation and noise control, all of which
achieved sound effects.

in hydropower, wind power, solar energy,

In 2014, SDIC's newly-increased installed capacity registered at 6.15 GW, including 2.4 GW

shale gas, and bio-energy increased.

of thermal power, 3.6 GW of hydropower, and 150 MW of wind and solar power, with the
proportion of newly-installed clean energy capacity being 61%. Throughout the year of

39 generator sets in total, the average

3.6 GW hydropower
2.4 GW thermal power

In 2014, SDIC started 35 new pollution

3 GW hydropowe
wind and solar
power 317.5MW

control projects which cost 320.05 million
yuan in technical retrofit.

newly-increased
installed capacity

newly-approved
installed capacity

GW

GW

6.15

9.98

Hydropower:

Wind Power:

SDIC gives priority to developing

SDIC focuses on choosing wind power

hydropower. It pressed ahead with the

projects with mature technical ground

orderly hydropower development of Yalong

and sound resources in Gansu, Qinghai,

River in 2014. With Jinping-I, Jinping-II and

Ningxia, and Xinjiang. In 2014, SDIC

Guandi Hydropower Stations on the lower

saw a series of wind power projects

reaches commissioned and Lianghekou

commissioned or approved: 49.5 MW of

Hydropower Station on the middle reaches

Lunancun Phase I of SDIC Qinghai Wind

approved for construction, the hydropower

Power, 49.5 MW of Santanghu Phase I of

development along Yalong River entered

SDIC Hami Wind Power and 49.5 MW of

into the third phase when the focus

Xiaocaohu Wind Power Plant in Turpan

shifted from the lower reaches to the

were commissioned; the development

middle reaches, according to the four-step

plan for Hami Yandun Wind Power, Hami

development strategy of Yalong River's

Jingxia Wind Power, Qinghai Beikeliang

hydropower.

Wind Power, Ningxia Zhongning Wind
Power, Yunnan Wuding Wind Power, and
Yunnan Dongchuan Wind Power were

Dam of Yalong River Jinping-I Hydropower Station—the world’s highest arch dam

approved by the government.
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Shale Gas:
SDIC actively participates in the exploration
and development of shale gas resources

Influential companies joining hands to develop shale gas in Chongqing

across the country and has seen new
breakthroughs in its shale gas business. It
set up Chongqing Shale Gas Exploration
and Development Co., Ltd. together with
CNPC and Sinochem. Steady progress was
made in the exploration of shale gas in
Chengkou Area with the data of 74-km
2D seismic lines in the Chengkou Shale
Gas Phase II acquired and handled, and
the drilling of the first exploratory well
completed and showing good gas bearing,
which passed the inspection of Ministry
of Land and Resources. Besides, SDIC
Chongqing Shale Gas obtained the Class-B
certification in gas mineral exploration.
On May 8, 2014, SDIC signed with CNPC, Sinochem, and Chongqing Municipal Land
Resources and Housing Administration Bureau the Letter of Intent to Set up Chongqing
Shale Gas Exploration and Development Co., Ltd. On November 26, the new joint
venture was registered at and obtained the business license from the local government
of Chongqing New North Zone.
The relevant enterprises and local authorities would jointly exercise CNPC’s exploration
rights on a 156,000 km2 shale gas block in Chongqing to explore, develop, produce
and sell shale gas there. In addition, CNPC will have this JV to exercise other shale gas
exploration rights it may obtain in Chongqing area in the future.

A ceremony held to celebrate the full
commission of Jinping Hydropower Stations
of Yalong River Hydropower

Jinping Hydropower Stations of Yalong River Hydropower were fully
commissioned
Drilling of the first exploratory well in Chengkou Shale Gas Exploration
Block in Chongqing started successfully

On 29 November 2014, Jinping Hydropower Stations, an essential part of China’s WestEast Electricity Transfer Project, which have the world’s highest arch dam and largestscale hydraulic tunnels as well as the largest installed capacity along Yalong River with
14,600-MW generator sets, were fully commissioned when their last hydropower
generator set went into operation. So far, Yalong River Hydropower realized a total
installed capacity of 14.1 GW, becoming China’s third-largest independent power
generation enterprises, second only to China Three Gorges Corporation and Lancang
River Hydropower.

Total installed capacity of Yalong
River Hydropower

14.1

GW

capacity of sending high-quality clean
electricity to Sichuan-Chongqing Grid
and Eastern China Grid

40.85

billion kWh per year

On August 18, 2014, SDIC Chongqing Shale Gas Development & Utilization Co., Ltd.
started to drill Chengtan #1 Well, the first exploratory well in Chengkou Shale Gas Block.
This three-section vertical well with a depth of 3,000 meters was targeted at Shuijingtuo
Formation of Lower Cambrian.

From the beginning of construction in 2003 to the full operation in 2014, Jinping
Hydropower Stations generated electricity of 47 billion kWh in total, among which
about 28 billion kWh was sent to eastern China. After the full commission, they would
function as a 10.8-GW power pack together with Guandi Hydropower Station, capable
of sending high-quality clean electricity of 40.85 billion kWh to Sichuan-Chongqing Grid
and Eastern China Grid, helping to save 13.48 million tons of standard coal and reduce
SO2 and CO2 emissions by 257,500 tons and 33.7 million tons respectively each year. It
could also enable Sichuan Grid to increase the average output by 22.5% during the dry
season, substantially optimizing the power structure of Sichuan-Chongqing Power Grid.
In addition, the hydropower stations' reservoirs could ease the anti-flood pressure on
the middle and lower reaches of Yangtze River and reduce the sand sediment in Three
Gorges Reservoir.
The full commission of Jinping Hydropower Stations marked a decisive victory in the
hydropower development of lower reaches of Yalong River. In the coming years, Yalong
River Hydropower would accelerate the development on the river's middle and upper
reaches.

Drilling of the first exploratory well in
Chengkou Shale Gas Exploration Block in
Chongqing started successfully

Chengkou Shale Gas Area is deeply located in Daba Mountain which has the most
complicated geological conditions for shale gas exploration across the country, both
above and under the ground. Since the acquisition of the shale gas exploration right in
January 2013, SDIC Chongqing Shale Gas carried out a series of explorations in order
to gain a clear picture of the resource prospects, including the investigation of surface
geological structure of 1,021 km2, the 2-D seismic survey of 118 km, and the drilling
of three geologic wells. With the help of the analysis findings of experiments and tests
on rock sample as well as the technical means like the comprehensive evaluation, it
managed to basically gather such key geological parameters in the area as the expansion
feature of major formations, the geochemical characteristics, and the performance on
gas bearing, find out that Shuijingtuo Formation boasts of a great resource reserve
since its organic clay shale has great thickness, wide distribution, and good gas bearing
capacity at long intervals, and determine the favorable target areas, which provides
useful information for the subsequent exploration and development. After many rounds
of demonstration by experts, the company decided to drill the Chengtan #1 Well in the
selected favorable target area. This drilling would play an important role in industrialscale exploring and developing of the shale gas in the complicated fractures, high-steep
structures, and high matured stratums.
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Biomass Energy:
SDIC pays high attention to R&D and

Biomass energy: Energy extracted from plants

SDIC New Energy Investment
Co., Ltd. established

investment opportunity in biomass energy
business. It brought its current biomass

Cassava

project into full development by steadily
advancing the construction of projects'

Secondary
Water

infrastructure and raw materials base,
increasing projects' capital by 177 million
yuan and getting a syndicated loan of 581

Sewage

Electricity

million yuan.

Production
Equipments

Methane

Automobile

Project

2014-2015

2016-2018

2019-2020

2021-2025

Projects

1. A cassava-based
ethanol production
plant with annual
output of 150,000
tons in Zhanjiang
area

1. Cassava-based
ethanol production
plant with annual
output of 200,000
tons in Chaoshan
District, eastern
Guangdong

Cadmium-polluted
rice and cassavabased ethanol
production plant
with annual output
of 300,000 tons in
Shaoguan area

1.Cadmiumpolluted rice-based
ethanol production
plant with annual
output of 300,000
tons in Qingyuan
area

Supporting facilities:
Vehicle biogas plant
with annual output
of 36 million m3

Supporting facilities:
Vehicle biogas plant
with annual output
of 54 million m3

Supporting
facilities: Vehicle
biogas plant with
annual output of
54 million m3

2. Cassava ethanol
production plant
with annual output
of 200,000 tons
in Jiangmen or
Yangjiang

2.Exemplary
cellulosic ethanol
production plant
with annual output
of 20,000 tons and
relevant production
bases of cellulosic
Supporting facilities: ethanol in eligible
Vehicle biogas plant counties (districts)
with annual output
of 36 million m3

Maoming
Yangjiang
Zhanjiang

In the designated zone where it is compulsory
to add certain amount of ethanol into the
petroleum in Guangdong Province, the expected
petroleum sale for the year 2015 will be 1.33
million tons, among which 423,800 tons are for
Zhanjiang area, 373,700 tons for Maoming area,
350,000 for Yangjiang area, and 183,400 for
Yunfu area. The total demands for ethanol are
133,000 tons.

Stem

Smash

Planting
Cassava
H2O

2014-2025 Road Map of SDIC Guangdong Bio-energy

Guangzhou

Ash

Vapor

Alcohol

Yunfu

Organic
Fertilizer

Sludge

2. Two cellulose/
sorgo-based
ethanol and biogas
production plants
( each with annual
output of 50,000
tons of ethanol) in
Qingyuan area
3. Cellulosic
ethanol production
bases in eligible
counties (districts)

Primary
raw
materials

Cassava

Cassava, cassava
stem and bagasse

Cadmium-polluted
rice, cassava,
cassava stem and
straw

Cadmium-polluted
rice, agricultural and
forestry industry
wastes and sorgo

Annual
production
capacity

Ethanol fuel
production of
150,000 tons;
CO2 emission
reduction of
210,000-280,000
tons

Ethanol fuel
production of nearly
400,000 tons;
CO2 emission
reduction of
570,000-730,000
tons

Ethanol fuel
production of nearly
one million tons;
CO2 emission
reduction of 1.031.33 million tons

Ethanol fuel
production of 2.5
million tons;
CO2 emission
reduction of 1.682.17 million tons

CO 2

CO2

In recent years, with the rapid development of the global economy, especially that of
the emerging economies, the world's energy consumption has increased so substantially
that coal, oil and other energy resources are increasingly exhausted, accompanied by the
deteriorated environment. Against such a backdrop, ethanol fuel, one of renewable liquid
fuels, is attracting wide attention among different countries of the world.
Ethanol fuel refers to the inedible denatured absolute ethyl alcohol with water content lower
than 0.8% which is made from biomass through fermentation, distillation dehydration
with the addition of 5% denaturant. Created through a process starting with the plants'
photosynthesis in nature, it is renewable without the risk of exhaustion, with the reputation
of “Green Gold”.
Ethanol can be used as vehicle fuel alone. As an efficient Oxygen producer, it can also be
added into petroleum to make ethanol petroleum. The addition of ethanol fuel at a certain
percentage can improve the octane value of petroleum, enabling it to burn more completely
and considerably reducing the emissions of hazardous substances via vehicle exhausts. The
concentration of such major pollutants as CO, hydrocarbon, ketones and benzene series in
the exhausts can decrease significantly. The CO2 produced in the burning of ethanol fuel
will be re-converted into biomass through the photosynthesis without increasing CO2 to the
atmosphere. So, use of this energy can help to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases by more
than 30% and PM 2.5 particles by up to 60%, thus bringing down the pollutants content in
the air and protecting the environment.
The ethanol fuel project of SDIC Guangdong Bio-energy Co., Ltd. is Guangdong’s first
exemplary project of its kind as well as China’s only project which can massively produce liquid
biomass energy products. With the construction that started on August 18, 2014, the project
is planned to go into trial operation on September 28, 2015. It is designed to use cassava
as feedstock to produce ethanol fuel through fermentation. Cassava will be converted into
absolute ethyl alcohol after impurity removal, liquidation, simultaneous saccharification, and
fermentation (interval), differential pressure distillation, molecular sieve dehydration and other
techniques, and then it can be denatured with the addition of the denaturant (petroleum).
The entire production process adopts a circular economy model—"resources, products and
resource recycling", which can reduce the feedstock cost by more than 30 million yuan and
the coal consumption by 16,890 tons each year, as well as decrease the emissions of COD
and SO2 by 41% and 94% respectively compared with its peers in China.
The ethanol fuel project features the high use efficiency of resources and can produce great social
and ecological benefits. Once completed, it will play an important role in supporting national
energy security, optimizing Guangdong Province’s energy structure, saving energy, and reducing
emissions, developing circular economy, and balancing the growth among different regions.

On December 29, 2014, SDIC New
Energy Investment Co., Ltd. was
officially established in Beijing. This
company was set up jointly by SDIC
Power and Xieli Development Fund
managed by SDIC Fund. It is the first
case where SDIC’s existing projects
were restructured to be of mixed
ownership with the introduction of
fund.
In early 2014, SDIC started to explore
the function positioning, management
mechanism, and operation mode of
state capital investment companies.
During this process, Xieli Development
Fund was encouraged to participate
into SDIC’s business adjustment. After
thorough communication, SDIC Power
and SDIC Fund decided to set up the
SDIC New Energy Investment Co., Ltd.
with the former contributing equity to
its new energy projects and the latter
contributing cash.
SDIC Fund injected capital into SDIC
New Energy via Xieli Development
Fund to meet the capital needs of all
its projects in the coming three years.
Conforming to the needs regarding
new energy from the new state
policies and the new market situation,
these arrangements will surely result
in the smooth progress of SDIC’s
new energy projects and SDIC’s more
influential brand names in the new
energy business.
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Promoting Energy Conservation and Emissions Reduction and Improving Efficiency in
Resource Utilization
According to the State policy of “reduction,

tons of standard coal equivalent, down by 9.37% year on year.

reusability, and resourcing”, SDIC has
always worked hard to ensure its projects

In the same year, all the coal-fired power plants controlled by SDIC had flue-gas

are in line with the requirement for

desulfurization equipment, and 95% of them had denitrification devices. The coal

energy conservation and consumption

consumption of SDIC's coal-fired generator sets was 317.85g/kWh, down by 1.64g year on

reduction during the projects’ construction,

year, equivalent to saving 110,000 tons of standard coal equivalent and CO2 emissions of

production, and operation, and continues

about 270,000 tons.

to increase technical and financial input
and close down outdated facilities, and

In 2014, SDIC spent 1,316.55 million yuan on energy conservation and emissions reduction,

develops a circular economy to improve

including 777.58 million yuan on the “design, construction, and use of” environmental

the comprehensive utilization of resources

facilities in 27 new projects, 208.57 million yuan on energy conservation technical retrofit

and keep the energy consumption and

with 70 projects newly started and 66 completed, 320.05 million yuan on pollution control

pollutant emissions indicator on the

technical retrofit with 35 projects newly started and 39 completed, and 10.35 million yuan

decrease.

on resource comprehensive use with two projects newly started and two completed.

In 2014, SDIC's comprehensive energy

By the end of December 2014, SDIC had built coal gas-fired power plants with the installed

consumption per 10,000 yuan of output

capacity of 40 MW. In 2014 alone, 63.29 million cubic meters of coal gas were used to

value (comparable price) dropped to 2.27

generate 197.59 million kWh of electricity, saving 71,200 tons of standard coal equivalents.
On September 18, 2014, SDIC signed a Memorandum of Strategic Cooperation on SDIC Water Environment Fund with Beijing Drainage Group (BDG),
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC), Shanghai Pudong Development Bank (SPDB), and SDIC Fund.

CEEDI receives honors for comprehensive use of resources
In recent years, CEEDI has taken an active part in the industrial planning and construction relevant
to the comprehensive use of resources, learned advanced technologies and experience from
Chinese and overseas counterparts, and studied the national policies, financing plans, technical
routes, and process schemes. Thanks to these efforts, it made great progress in some key projects
and won wide recognition across this sector with the increasingly improved strength and influence.

Beijing Century Benefits Co., Ltd.,
a subsidiary of CEEDI, inked a
strategic cooperation framework
agreement on energy conservation
and emissions reduction

In 2014, CEEDI’s project “Technology Study and Industrial Chain Establishment of Lead-acid Battery
Clean Manufacturing” won the first prize of the Science and Technology Award from China
Association of Circular Economy and its circular economy-themed research project “Waste Leadacid Battery Harmless Treatment Technology and the Design for its Closed Loop Chain” was given
the first prize of the Award for Scientific and Technological Innovation from Beijing Enterprises
Evaluation Association. In addition, CEEDI became a director member of China Association of
Circular Economy and its two subordinates, Engineering Technology Research Institute and Circular
Economy Technology Institute, were both recognized as exemplary units in promoting circular
economy-relevant science and technology by the China Association of Circular Economy.

On March 27, 2014, Beijing Century
Benefits Co., Ltd. signed a strategic
cooperation framework agreement
on energy conservation and emissions
reduction with Qingdao University of
Science & Technology and Qingdao Ferris
Wheel Construction Group.

The project Technology Study and Industrial Chain Establishment of Lead-acid Battery Clean
Manufacturing is designed to use the concepts of circular economy and the systematic engineering
methods to ensure the clean manufacturing process is aligned with the requirements of energy
conservation, emissions reduction and efficient operation. It has been applied to Shanxi Jitianli
Technology Industry Co., Ltd.’s closed loop chain capable of handling 100,000 tons of waste leadacid batteries and manufacturing 1.6 million kwh new lead-acid batteries each year, helping the
chain to be recognized as one of the state demonstration bases for urban mineral development
and one of the key projects for circular economy in Shanxi Province.
The project “Waste Lead-acid Battery Harmless Treatment Technology and the Design for its Closed
Loop Chain” is based on the principles of energy conservation, emissions reduction, and clean
production as well as the theory of product-life cycle. It closely integrates the waste recycle and
new product manufacturing and formed a closed-loop recycle consisting of recoverable resources,
recycling and processing, preparation of raw materials, and manufacturing of new products, which
can fundamentally solve the conflict between pollution and production by reducing many repetitive
manufacturing sections such smelting, burdening and processing, help to save energy consumption
and considerably decrease carbon emissions, and pave a new way for the sustainable development.

Through this cooperation program
between universities and enterprises, all
the relevant parties can give full play their
respective strengths and promote the
application of scientific and technological
achievements in production at an
accelerated speed, a move conducive to
mutual benefits and joint development.
At the same time, Beijing Century
Benefits Co., Ltd. will further improve
its technology innovation platform and
enhance its capacity building in hightech transfer, introduction of high-level
talents, as well as science and technology
entrepreneurship platform, etc., in a bid
to gain more innovation capability and
core competitiveness.

SDIC assisting Beijing in water utilities infrastructure construction
On September 18, 2014, SDIC Fund Management Co., Ltd. signed an agreement to
set up a joint venture named Beijing Beipai Water Investment Co., Ltd. with BDG. On
the same day, SDIC struck a memorandum of strategic cooperation on SDIC Water
Environment Fund with BDG, ICBC, SPDB and SDIC Fund.
The above signings constituted one important move in implementing Beijing’s 20132015 Action Plan on Speeding up the Construction of Sewage Treatment and Reclaimed
Water Facilities, since they would provide the action plan with financial support. Beijing
Beipai Water Investment Co., Ltd. has a registered capital of 10 billion yuan, with BDG
contributing 7 billion yuan in the form of assets and the fund managed by SDIC Fund
contributing 3 billion yuan in cash. This new company will take the main business units
of BDG in sewage treatment, reclaimed water production and sludge disposal, and
play a decisive role in BDG's restructuring and public listing in the future. In addition
to providing high-quality drainage and reclaimed water services to Beijing, it will use
its core capacity and competitive edge in technology, management, operations, etc. to
increase its share in Chinese and overseas water utilities markets.
SDIC, together with ICBC, SPDB, BDG and the SDIC Fund, have plans to set up and
invite the National Council for Social Security Fund to join SDIC Water Environment
Fund whose initial fundraising target is 10 billion yuan. SDIC hopes that this fund will
attract private capital in the form of a mezzanine fund and then attract bank loans in an
effort to implement Beijing's 2013-2015 Action Plan on Speeding up the Construction
of Sewage Treatment and Reclaimed Water Facilities and promote the development of
China’s environmental protection cause.
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The Project of Comprehensive Utilization of Scrapped Vehicles in Hefei—
extract the value hidden in cities
By the end of 2014, the number of privately-owned vehicles in China reached 150 million,
and the rigid demands for scrapped vehicles keeps growing. Scrapped cars in China, with
a large inventory, high resource value, and recyclable components, are reputed to be a
high-grade urban resource and an important source of upstream raw materials in the
circular economy. However, China’s scrapped vehicle dismantling industry is confronted
with many problems including the small scale of relevant enterprises, recycling inefficiency,
poor dismantling technology, with manual dismantling the primary method, chaotic
management of workshops and production sites causing serious environmental pollution,
and poor profitability due to few profit-making modes. Given the imbalance between
resources reserves and handling capacity, this industry bears strategic value.
The Project of Comprehensive Utilization of Scrapped Vehicles in Hefei is a cooperative
program between SDIC High-Tech Investment and the Hefei Municipal Government, as
well as SDIC’s first controlled investment project in urban resources. As the first startup
project in the industrial park for comprehensive utilization of resources planned by Hefei
City, it is expected to pool the city’s existing enterprises engaged in scrapped vehicle
recycling, introduce advanced technology and facilities from home and abroad, develop
creative business models, and reach a dismantling and recycling capacity of 50,000 vehicles
annually. By then, this project will effectively elevate the overall level of China’s scraped
vehicles recycling and reusing industry.
The project comes in two parts, i.e., resource integration and infrastructure construction.
In the part of resource integration, Hefei’s five existing enterprises engaged in dismantling
and recycling scrapped vehicles pool their resources together in two steps. So far, Anhui
Huishang Resources Recycling Co., Ltd. has spun off its scraped vehicles dismantling and
recycling business into a joint venture.

Fish release in the tail area of reservoir of Guandi Hydropower Station

The part of infrastructure construction can be divided into vehicles dismantling & recycling
and comprehensive use. In the vehicles dismantling & recycling, it is expected to recycle
50,000 scraped vehicles each year and the relevant construction will be built in two phases
on the expropriated land with uniform planning. During Phase I, the manufacturing and
supporting facilities will be built for dismantling 20,000 scrapped vehicles annually, and an
e-commerce platform for selling recycled auto parts will be established. During Phase II,
the annual handling capacity will be estimated to increase to 50,000 vehicles by increasing
production and supporting facilities based on the city’s actual scrapped vehicles supply.
As for the comprehensive use, it is mainly for reusing such renewable resources as tires,
cable, and plastic from the scrapped vehicles. Currently, Phase I of vehicles dismantling &
recycling has been started.

Protecting Biodiversity
SDIC has always paid attention to the
impacts of its production and construction
activities on biodiversity and ecology,
and tried its best to reduce the negative
impacts by actively implementing
biodiversity protection and compensation
projects and preserving habitats of living
things.

Fish Breeding and Releasing Station of Jinping and Guandi Hydropower
Stations came into operation and its first breeding and releasing activity turned
out to be a success
In October 2014, Yalong River Hydropower launched the annual fish breeding and
releasing activity through the Fish Breeding and Releasing Station of Jinping and Guandi
Hydropower Stations in the reservoir area of Jinping-I Hydropower Station. A total of
460,000 fry between 4 and 12 cm in length were released. Among them, 100,000 fry
were given otolith markings to evaluate the effect of the releasing. The released fish
consist of Schizothorax wangchiachii, Schizothorax chongi, Schizothorax dolichonema
Herzenstein, Schizothorax kozlovi and Percocypris pingi. With this release, the station beat
the annual target of breeding and releasing 300,000 fry.

On January 31, 2014, the first batch of Schizothorax wangchiachii selected by the
Fish breeding and Releasing Station of Jinping and Guandi Hydropower Stations
laid eggs with 3,000 fertilized.

2014 is the first year when the Fish Breeding and Releasing
Station of Jinping and Guandi Hydropower Stations was operated
by Yalong River Hydropower's own technicians independently.
In March and April when fish reproduction enters the peak
period, after the station staff worked round the clock, the
assisted breeding achieved the phased objectives. By the end
of April, there were about 1.5 million eggs fertilized in total
and the average rate of fertilization exceeded 85%, up 20%
compared with the same period of last year; a total of 950,000
fry were made, a new record for the station; and the assisted
reproductive technology became applicable to more fish species
including Schizothorax dolichonema, in addition to Schizothorax
wangchiachii, Schizothorax chongi and Percocypris pingi.
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SDIC never crosses the bottom line of safety, and stresses the
balance between safety and work, and safety and efficiency. It
is committed to observing the work safety law, fulfilling safety
responsibilities, and promoting safety management. It seeks
to strengthen work safety supervision and build work safety
standards and emergency management systems to protect the
safety of its employees and the smooth operation of all activities.

Investment in Work Safety
(100 million yuan)

12.58

Work Safety
Training (person)

46,033

Safety Hazards Identified

25,696
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Pushing Detailed Management to a Higher Level
Advancing Detailed Management
SDIC adopts the detailed management of

In 2014, SDIC made one step forward in advancing the detailed management of work

work safety in every aspect of operations,

safety and stressed “attention to detail and quality”. It revised the Work Safety Performance

tightens whole-process control through

Assessment Procedures, the Work Safety Responsibility Regulations and the Work Safety

improving related rules and procedures,

Accountability Procedures, and set out the Rules on Work Safety Interviews. Detailed

and puts in place a stringent, sound, and

management was also promoted among contractors by distributing the Guidelines on

smoothly-running safety management

Contractors’ Safety Credit Evaluation and urging subsidiaries to explore the possibility of

system.

establishing the mechanism for selecting excellent contractors and disqualifying badly-

Intensifying Team Building
To follow SASAC’s instructions on promoting team building among central SOEs, SDIC
changed members of the Team Building Leadership Group in 2014, appointing Vice
President Feng Shidong as the head and leader of relevant departments and key subsidiaries
as members of the Group. With members of the Team Building Leadership Group adjusted
and its role clarified, the foundation for work safety was further consolidated.

performing ones. Safety management was assessed comprehensively on a quarterly basis to
ensure the effect of delicacy management.
In October 2014, the Tashan Coal Mine of SDIC Datong Energy Co., Ltd. (SDIC Datong) received the Best
Team Building Demonstration Base Award at the 10th Team Building Forum. More than 40 team building
leaders and over 60 outstanding team leaders from 30 large central SOEs across China attended the
Forum and shared their experience with each other. SDIC Datong has developed innovative team building
theories, adopted new approaches such as “One Standard & Dual Control” and “cloud book bag”, and
made continued team building efforts, laying a solid foundation for work safety.

Organizing a Work Safety Month Campaign
In June 2014, SDIC organized the 13th Work Safety Month campaign themed “Heightening
Safety Awareness and Promoting Safety-based Development”, centered on the annual
safety promotion targets. Frontline workers became major players in safety management.
The focus was put on safety information dissemination, safety education and training,
emergency drills, hazard identification, etc. The campaign helped to increase employees’
safety awareness and emergency preparedness ability.

Investing More for Greater Capacity to Ensure Safety
SDIC stresses the balance between

Spending More on Work Safety and Managing Safety More Strictly

safety and work, and between safety

SDIC Luobupo Potash’s “Eight Moves” for the “Work Safety Month” Campaign

First, the company made open
solicitation of cartoon image
designs themed “Safety and Life
Come First”.
Second, the company organized
an activity for work accident
education to appeal to the safety
instincts of employees. More
than 90 employees wrote about
what they had learned from the
activity.
Third, the company educated
employees about never crossing
the bottom line of safety though
blackboard work.

01

02

03

05

To raise
employees’safety
awareness, SDIC
Luobupo Potash initiated
eight moves for the
“Work Safety Month”
campaign.

06

07

and efficiency. It continued to increase

SDIC keeps increasing the expenses on work safety for key areas and projects. In 2014, such

investment in work safety, and pushed

expenses registered around 1.258 billion yuan.

forward the campaign to identify safety

Fifth, the company held a contest
to solicit ideas about safety spirit,
philosophy, rules, and slogans. A
total of 71 entries were received.

Sixth, the company organized a
speech contest about promoting
development based on safety to
make the voices of employees
heard.

hazards themed “spotting hazards,

SDIC exercises detailed management and enforces rigorous standards on the withdrawal

stopping violations, and preventing

and use of safety funds. In 2014, coal enterprises withdrew 859.28 million yuan in safety

accidents”, seeking to increase the capacity

funds, and spent a total of 909.15 yuan million on work safety.

to ensure safety.

Expenses on Work Safety

Safety-related Spending of Coal Enterprises Affiliated to the Group

(100 million yuan)

(10,000 yuan)

12.79
10.40

Seventh, the company organized
emergency drills, including five
specialized emergency drills and
17 on-site emergency plan drills.

2012
Fouth, the company initiated
an activity themed “Identify
Hazards, Obey Rules, and Prevent
Accidents”.

04

08

12.58

Eighth, the company gave training
to all employees about the Law
on Prevention and Control of
Occupational Diseases.

2013

Money Withdrawn

85928

Money Spent

90915

Gas Control

18996

Personal Protective Equipment

3170

Safety-related Retrofitting

44558

Safety Education and Training

1528

Six Systems

5422

Application of New Materials,
New Equipment, New Processes,
and New Technologies

1080

Major Hazards

1536

Special-purpose Equipment

2118

Inspection/Evaluation
Consulting

2534

Other

9973

2014
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Improving the Hazard Identification and Control System
In line with the inspection requirements of “no notification, no early communication, no
debriefing, no accompanying persons or hospitality, directly visiting frontline workers, and
going directly to work sites”, SDIC intensified safety supervision and inspection efforts
and fully carried out its safety inspection responsibility to prevent the occurrence of work
accidents.

SDIC Xiyang Energy’s
“3-6-1-3-1-3”Safety Management
Model

“3”
Three-pronged approach to hazard

25,696

In 2014, SDIC boosted hazard identification and control through an activity themed “Identify

safety hazards identified

More than 600 safety hazards and problems of different kinds were identified. Moreover,

Hazards, Obey Rules, and Prevent Accidents”. It conducted work safety investigations at
43 enterprises under its key subsidiaries, providing guidance and making inspections there.
SDIC checked key enterprises’ follow-up efforts in eliminating hazards and carrying

identification
Operation-related hazards
human activities
Equipment/facility-related hazards
Equipment

out responsibilities to help put in place a permanent mechanism for combating illegal

Workplace/environment-related hazards

operations.

Environment

the control system featuring reliable ventilation, up to standard gas extraction, effective

“6”

monitoring, proper management, with a view to boosting methane gas controls at coal

Six hazard control tools:

mines in an all-round way. In 2014, extracted gas totaled 204.09 million cubic meters, and

Job hazard Analysis Form

SDIC gives priority to the comprehensive control of methane gas and keeps improving

80.9 million cubic meters of gas was used.

SDIC Coal held a meeting on building safety risk control system at coal
mines
On June 17 and 18, 2014, SDIC Coal Co., Ltd. (SDIC Coal) organized coal enterprises
to hold a meeting at the Baiyangling Coal Mine of SDIC Xiyang Energy Co., Ltd. (SDIC
Xiyang Energy) about building safety risk control systems at coal mines. SDIC Xiyang
Energy shared its experience in recent years. It has developed a “3-6-1-3-1-3” safety
management model by drawing on Shenhua Group’s experience, taking into account
its own realities, and encouraging creative ideas. The “3-6-1-3-1-3” model basically
covers all the components of a safety risk control system, and focuses on core processes
such as hazard identification, risk control, and appraisal. There is a shift from static
to dynamic site management, from employees’ giving passive to active attention to
safety responsibility, and from experienced to both experienced and standard-compliant
employees.
SDIC Xiyang Energy’s practice of promoting safety risk control at coal mines is
intended to introduce a new model for improving coal mine safety management.
Hazard identification involves the whole process and employees at all posts. Preventive
measures are taken to reduce all kinds of safety risks to a minimum. The focus of safety
management is on prevention, ensuring that unsafe human behavior and objects are
eliminated. In this way, the enterprise will grow safely and steadily.

Pointing&Calling
Hazard Warning and Safe Operating Procedures

2014
3

Extracted Gas(10,000m )
3

Use Gas(10,000m )

Safety Hazards Identified

2013

2012

20409

25767

24631

8090

11437

9190

“Three Violations”and Hazard Checklist
Risk Management Plan
Equipment/Facility Management

“1”
One set of training courseware on hazard

Safety Hazards Eliminated

identification and risk assessment

Including
Total

25696

Major
Hazards

5

Total

25230

Percentage
of Hazards
Eliminated(%)

Major Hazards

Percentage
of Hazards
Eliminated(%)

98.2

5

100

“3”
Three-tier hazard identification:
Equioment, Facility, and Workplace
Hazard Identification at company,
mine,and team levels

Advancing the Building of Safety Risk Control System
SDIC considers the safety risk control

Promoting Safety Standard Compliance

system an important part of detailed safety
management. It laid down the principle

SDIC works to promote safety standard compliance and make the shift from compliance

of “relying on proper methods, rules,

with job-specific and specialized standards to compliance with corporate standards. By the

innovations, and support” in system building.

end of 2014, 95 enterprises affiliated to the Group had reached work safety standards,

Strong organizational and policy support was

including 23 reaching grade-A standard, 25 grade-B, and 19 with grade-C.

provided, and a simple and effective model
was adopted to apply the idea of “accident

SDIC Communications Holding Co., Ltd. established a sound safety, health, and

prevention” throughout the whole process of

environmental (SHE) management system, and adopted the SHE management evaluation

safety management. Education and training

standard for port enterprises, providing the basis for promoting safety standard compliance

was promoted and a practical appraisal

among port enterprises in the future.

method was adopted. All the efforts were
intended to ensure that a sound safety risk
control system was in place.

SDIC Caofeidian Port reached grade-A work safety standard

Standards and Measures for Job and

“1”
One information management platform

In 2014, SDIC Caofeidian Port Co., Ltd. (SDIC Caofeidian Port) received the certificate
of grade-A work for safety standards for its general cargo port, issued by the Chinese
Ministry of Transport.
Promoting safety standard compliance among enterprises is an important measure of
the government to guide enterprises towards standard operations and management,
lay a solid foundation for safety, and essentially eliminate safety hazards. The new Work
Safety Law sets out clear requirements on safety standard compliance. There are three
grades of work safety standard, and grade A is the highest.
2014 is a crucial year for the Three-Year Action Plan on Promoting Work Safety and
Standards Compliance. SDIC Caofeidian Port set a clear goal for the year, i.e. reaching
a grade-A work safety standard, and made all-out efforts to achieve the goal. Leaders
of the company paid much attention and made relevant plans. The Safety and Quality
Department organized activities with the active support of all other departments. A
series of efforts were made, including assigning responsibilities, carrying out status
evaluation and training, holding a rally meeting, organizing simulation evaluation, and
launching a special campaign to address problems. It took the company just four months
to complete all the preparations for the official evaluation. On November 7, 2014,
SDIC Caofeidian Port scored well in the evaluation of grade-A work safety standard
compliance carried out by China Waterborne Transport Research Institute.

“3”
Three-tier appraisal:

NOSA SHE Management System Building

at company, mine, and team levels

2014

2013

2012

2011

Five-Star

10

10

9

8

Four-Star

7

7

6

4

Three-Star

2

2

2

3
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Increasing Emergency Response Capacity and Organizing Emergency Drills
SDIC formulated the Contingency Plan for
Handling Accidents Involving Foreigners
and revised the Contingency Plan for
Handling Major and Serious Accidents and
seven specialized contingency plans, further
improving the emergency management
system. The Group’s institution for day-today emergency management was adjusted,
and dedicated persons were put on duty
24 hours a day.
During the Work Safety Month and the
Emergency Drill Week, SDIC organized
tabletop exercises for implementing
contingency plans, and instructed invested
enterprises to make clear priorities and
organize emergency drills in various forms.
More than 500 such drills were organized
in 2014.

President Feng Shidong visited Yalong River Hydropower Development Co., Ltd. for taking part in the
geological disaster emergency response exercise for Jinping hydropower projects and investigating
work safety management at the Guandi and Jinping hydropower stations.

To heighten safety awareness and increase the capacity for emergency response, Jingyuan Second
Power Co., Ltd. organized a drill for handling liquid ammonia leakage on June 24, 2014. The
drill involved more than 90 employees from the company’s production and relevant management
departments.

Yalong River Hydropower organized natural disaster response exercise for Jinping hydropower projects
From June 17 to 19, 2014, SDIC
Power Holding Co., Ltd. (SDIC Power)
organized production managers and
work safety managers of invested
enterprises to watch the geological
disaster emergency response exercise
for Jinping hydropower projects
organized by Yalong River Hydropower
Development Co., Ltd. (Yalong River
Hydropower) and share experience
for detailed safety management. SDIC
Power set down five requirements on
strengthening emergency management:
1) revising contingency plans
according to established procedures;
2) organizing exercises of contingency
plans in various forms; 3) spending
more on the emergency response
system; 4) identifying hidden hazards
and supervising major hazards; 5)
formulating a contingency plan for
countering terrorism and maintaining
stability and organizing drills accordingly.
Representatives of invested enterprises
indicated that they would take Yalong
River Hydropower as the benchmark and
find out where they need to improve.

In the drill for handling liquid ammonia leakage,
Jingyuan Second Power Co., Ltd. simulated a
liquid ammonia leakage which caused ammonia
poisoning and environmental pollution,
and threatened the safety of employees on
some posts when northwesterly wind spread
ammonia to the plant area. The emergency
command center launched the Contingency
Plan for Handling Liquid Ammonia Leakage, the
Contingency Plan for Handling Environmental
Pollution Accidents, and the Plan for Handling
Poisoning, Injuries and Deaths Caused by
Hazardous Chemicals.
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on skills and ideas concerning work safety.
In 2014, such training involved 46,033
persons, up 52.6% year on year.

18,654 new recruits
1,186 company leaders
4,517 safety managers
12,953 empolyees engaged
in special operations

46,033
persons involved in
the Group's work safety
training
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Fostering a Safety Culture

Strengthening Work Safety Training
SDIC attaches great importance to training

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY REPORT 2014

SDIC held two training sessions on disaster escape and rescue for
employees

SDIC promotes fostering a culture of
safety by gathering touching stories about

To improve employees’ ability to save themselves from disasters, SDIC held two training
sessions on disaster escape and rescue at the National Earthquake Relief Training Center,
involving six groups of employees. The training involved 250 persons, including SDIC
leaders, administrative department representatives as well as employees of relevant
subsidiaries.

emergency rescue and commending

During the one-day training, participants experienced high-altitude slow descents, highaltitude escape chute, escape from smoke and heat, disaster after an earthquake, 4D
movies, and how to make a secure knot. In the first three sections, the participants had
to overcome the fear of high altitude and experienced the thrill of falling from a high
altitude and team spirit in an enclosed space. In the ruins part, they experienced how it
felt to be in a building hit by an earthquake by standing on a building with a gradient of
19 degrees. In the 4D movie Disasters, the participants saw for themselves how terrifying
and devastating earthquakes were. The training made all the participants realize how
hard it was to carry out relief operations and helped to heighten their awareness of risk
prevention.

In 2014, operations were carried out safely

The training combined theory with exercises. The experiential activity improved
participants’ understanding of earthquake relief and skills in this regard. The two training
sessions involved about 250 persons, accounting for 28% of the employees at SDIC
departments and relevant subsidiaries. For the next step, SDIC will organize more such
training so that more employees will gain an adequate understanding of earthquake
relief and develop greater self-help awareness and better self-help and rescue skills.

two other authorities jointly conducted a

people in such stories.

Staying Alert all the Time

on the whole but there were still sporadic
accidents. A total of four accidents
occurred in invested enterprises, causing
four deaths, a decrease of three accidents
and three deaths year on year. These
accidents incurred direct economic losses
of 6.27 million yuan. In September, the
State Administration of Work Safety and
special coal mine inspection and SDIC Hami
Energy’s Mine-I was penalized to suspend
operations, which was made known
nationwide. This is a hard lesson. “Staying
alert all the time” is easier said than done.
Enterprises operating above ground should
make sure that no death-causing accidents

Workers of SDIC Qinzhou Electric Power Co., Ltd. taking a safety oath in front of the photos of their
loved ones

occur and coal enterprises should strive to
reduce the occurrence of death-causing
sporadic accidents. Infrastructure projects
and contractors’ construction teams should
be better managed. Equal importance
should be attached to “management and
clean-up” to ensure that safety input is in
place. No operation should be carried out
if it is not safe.

Death Rate Per MillionTons of Raw
Coal Mined
0.23

0.06

0.03

Employees receiving disaster escape and rescue training

2012

2013

2014

SDIC Qinzhou Power recognized as an Exemplary Enterprise in Fostering
Safety Culture
In 2014, the State Administration of Work Safety unveiled the list of 65 Exemplary
Enterprises in Fostering Safety Culture in 2013, and SDIC Qinzhou Electric Power Co.,
Ltd. (SDIC Qinzhou Power) was on the list.
In early 2013, SDIC Qinzhou Power launched the campaign to foster a diversified safety
culture according to the overall plan made by SDIC and SDIC Power Holding Co., Ltd.
(SDIC Power). A leadership group on fostering safety culture was established, headed by
general manager and composed of department managers and safety managers. Based
on previous efforts, a safety culture fostering plan and implementation scheme was
formulated. A safety culture manual was published to spread related ideas and reach a
consensus. The core ideas of the safety culture can be summarized into three sentences:
“Every employee has the right to refuse to do a job if the operating environment is not
safe”; “every employee has the obligation to create a safe environment for others”; and
“every employee has the responsibility to stop any unsafe operation and take effective
actions to prevent the situation from getting worse”.
Fostering safety culture has always been an important goal of SDIC Qinzhou Power’s
annual work safety campaign. SDIC Qinzhou took the opportunity to organize a series
of activities themed on “love and affection of family”, and develop a safety culture
characterized by six elements, i.e. teams, posts, employee families, managerial rules,
organizational support, and all frontline and non-frontline employees. Such a model
ensures that the safety culture touches every place and every employee in various forms,
and that employee’s safety-related knowledge, awareness, capacity, and competence are
improved. That explains why SDIC Qinzhou Power has delivered impressive performance
on the work safety front. Since its establishment, SDIC Qinzhou Power has seen no
injury or death in operations.
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Based on people-oriented concept, SDIC protects the legitimate
rights and interests of its employees and offers remuneration in
line with China’s laws and the company’s situations. It worked
hard to build platforms for employees to achieve their career
objectives. It exercises democratic management and takes care
of employees’ physical and mental health. In addition, the Group
built a corporate culture centering on the tenet of “working for
investors, for society and for employees” in a bid to create a safe,
harmonious and equitable working environment where it can
grow together with its employees.

SDIC Employees

Employees
Receiving Training
(person)

Employees Involved in
Activities on Occupational
Disease Prevention

80,542 186,207 53,198
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Protecting Employees’ Leave Rights

Safeguarding the Legitimate Rights and Interests of Employees

Strictly according to the relevant regulations of China, SDIC exercises the fixed working hour

SDIC devotes itself to providing employees

Establishing an Employment System According to the Law

system and establishes a sound system to guarantee employees’ rights to have time off and

with stable job opportunities and

SDIC strictly observes the labor laws and regulations of China, respects employees’ various legitimate

holidays. Every employee is entitled to take public statutory holidays, paid annual leave, home

reasonable remuneration and bonuses,

rights, and establishes a harmonious and stable employment relationship. It has signed employment

leave, marriage leave, bereavement leave, maternity leave, leave for family planning, sick leave,

improving social security for employees,

contracts with every employee on the basis of legality, fairness, equality and willingness. In the

and personal leave, as required by the national laws and regulations as well as corporate policies.

protecting their rights to have rests

recruitment and management of employees, it adheres to the non-discrimination principle by treating

and holidays, and helping them remain

every employee fairly and equally, regardless of their nationality, race, gender, age, religion, and

Caring for Employees’ Physical and Mental Health

physically and psychologically healthy so

cultural background. It embraces the concept of equal pay for equal work, and never uses child labor.

SDIC cares for employees’ physical and mental health and gives prominence to the occupational

Offering Adequate Remuneration and Benefits to Employees

health management. In strict accordance with national laws and regulations concerning occupational

as to create a harmonious employment
relationship.

health, it strives to put in place a sound occupational health management system, creates complete

SDIC strictly carries out the income distribution policy of China, providing employees with the

occupational health records, protects employee rights and interests of occupational health, and

remuneration and benefits consistent with its reality. It links its total wage distribution with

improves occupational health management in an all-round way. In addition, it also urges all of

corporate profits, adhering to the principle of “wages rise when profits go up and the wages

its invested enterprises to spread knowledge about occupational safety and health, to engage

fall when profit goes down”, so as to give full play to wages as incentive and constraint tool. A

themselves in preventing and handling occupational injuries, and to host exercise activities and

big proportion of wage increases are allocated to remote areas and enterprises where employee

lectures about mental health, so as to help employees work in good conditions.

income remains relatively low, and priority is given to improving the income of frontline workers.

Putting in Place a Sound Multi-level Social Security System
According to the related regulations of China, SDIC provides employees with social insurances
including basic pension, medical care, work injury insurance, unemployment insurance and maternity
insurance as well as a housing fund. It set up the annuity in 2008 to function as the second largest
pillar of its employee pension plan. Besides, it also built a special organ to manage the annuity,
gradually forming the active and detailed annuity management system. By the end of 2014, 46
companies in the Group had become the members of the annuity plan and the annuity amounts
increased by 44.5%, covering 33,000 employees. The annuity system effectively improved employees’
trust in SDIC, and built up their recognition and sense of belonging to the Group.

Promoting Employees’ Career Development
SDIC persists in the philosophy of growing

Building a Career Development Platform

with employees for joint development,

SDIC puts in place a career development system featuring “double incentives” in terms of

strives to optimize employees’ career

qualifications and positions, as well as two-parallel promotion ladders, professionally and

development, and explores new ways to

administratively, in an effort to provide employees dual development options.

form a multilevel, diversified educational
training system conducive to the growth of

In 2014, the Group continued to strengthen its team building, dispatching more personnel

employees.

to assume positions in Beijing government agencies, resuming the mechanism of sending
the new recruits from colleges and universities to take an internship in local frontline areas.
Employee’s career space was widened and enthusiasm was motivated.

SDIC held a lecture to show its care for employees’ mental health
To help employees reduce their working pressure and create a harmonious and efficient
working environment, SDIC held a mental health lecture to encourage employees to
“work efficiently, live happily, and deal with pressure” on December 18, 2014. Nearly
100 employees from the Group’s administrative departments and subsidiaries took part
in the lecture.
Zhao Ran, a professor from the Central University of Finance and Economics with a
bachelor’s degree in clinical medicine and a doctorate in psychology, was invited to give
the lecture. As one of China’s earliest employee assistance program (EAP) consultants
and clinical supervisors, Ms. Zhao used her psychological expertise and various cases in
humorous language to explain to the attendees the pressure generation mechanism,
the evaluation of pressure event and the personality analysis, the relationship between
pressure and working performance, and the ways to tackle and ease pressure.
This lecture greatly improved employees’ psychological capital and helped them face
pressure and confusions from work and life in a more positive attitude, and thus
contributed to SDIC’s efforts to create a harmonious, joyful and efficient working
environment.

SDIC held a knowledge contest on occupational disease prevention and
control

Four employees of SDIC, Zhang Zhaogang,
Gao Jie, Liu Jianhu and Zong Jinghua, were
granted the 2014 Special Government
Allowance by the State Council. So far, the
Group has had a total of 28 employees
receiving such allowance.

From May to July, 2015, SDIC held a knowledge contest on occupational disease
prevention and control, targeted at the employees of its subsidiaries across China.
Combined with the “Work Safety Month” campaign, this contest was regarded as an
opportunity by all subsidiaries to raise employees’ awareness about occupational disease
prevention and control. By the end of the activity, 1,584 answer sheets were reclaimed
from SDIC’s administrative departments and subsidiaries and a total of 53,198 persons
from the Group’s 66 member companies took part in this contest.

New recruits from colleges and
universities required to work in
local areas as interns
In recent years, SDIC and its subsidiaries
have seen the number of new recruits
on the rise. As an investment holding
company, SDIC and its subsidiaries bear
responsibilities of strategy-making,
group-wide regulation and specialized
administration for their invested
companies. But since its staff members
are inexperienced in the frontline work,
SDIC’s inefficiency in inter-company
communication, business supervision and
other aspects are becoming increasingly
obvious. Against such a backdrop, taking
into considerations regarding the current
personnel structure, the talent building
plan, and the employee development
demand, SDIC resumed the mechanism
of sending new recruits from colleges
and universities to have an internship in
local areas in August 2014. A total of 18
young employees recruited in recent two
years and never working in frontline posts
were sent to Yalong River Hydropower,
Huaxia Power, SDIC Jingtang Port and
other frontline subsidiaries for taking an
internship lasting 3-6 months.

Feng Xiaoyuan, an employee of Rongshi
International Holding Co., Ltd., took an
internship in the Planning and Operating
Department of Xiamen Huaxia International
Power Development Co., Ltd.

“

What most impressed me in Huaxia Power is
SDIC employees' determination to succeed,
pursuit for excellence, and devotion to
forward-looking innovation. There are
too many ordinary yet inspiring stories.
Whether the patrol inspectors are holding
their positions in the burning sun or the
project personnel working around the clock
for the future of the company, all try their
best to perfectly embody the meaning of
“responsibility and devotion”. I am very lucky
to be able to bring what I have learned here
back to my company.

Li Chunjiang, a capital operations staff
member from SDIC Department of Strategy
& Development, took an internship in
Infrastructure Investment Division of
Lianghekou Construction Management
Bureau of Yalong River Hydropower)

“

Standing by the rolling Yalong River, I gained a
deep understanding of how arduous the frontline
work is and how hard it is to work here. The
construction site and the base of the management
bureau are located nearly 3,000 meters above sea
level. The low pressure, oxygen deficit and strong
ultraviolet irradiation bring employees’ physical
conditions and willpower under scrutiny. I was
told that “people came here in the first batch
by crawling, those in the second batch on foot,
and those in the third batch by car”. Among the
persons who came here by car, we should always
remember the predecessors who spent their
youth working hard on this land.
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Workforce composition by educational attainment
2014

2013

2012

3090

2279

2047

Employees with a bachelor’s degree

14938

12502

11374

Employees graduating from junior college

14038

13699

12569

Employees graduating from technical secondary school or below

48476

57919

57555

66,935 male employees
Employees with a master’s degree or above

13,607 female employees

Intensifying Training

SDIC’s total employees

To improve employees’ professional and other competence for the sake of core business, SDIC sets up a

80542

training system targeting at six teams of managers, professionals, investment operation personnel, financial

SDIC held interpretation training
in Beijing
In accordance with its talent strategy,
SDIC spared no efforts to train
more employees with great English
competence with a view to meet
its growing needs for international
communication and cooperation and
its Going Global strategy. To this end, it
organized an interpretation and training
resource in Beijing from June 9-20, 2014
and a total of 27 full-time and part-time
interpreters took part in the course.

personnel, technical personnel, and high-tech personnel. SDIC develops diversified training content, makes
innovations in training methods, and gives many types of trainings on various types of professional skills and
overall qualities in order to improve employees’ competence in an all-round way.
In 2014, SDIC employees participated in various types of trainings, including training organized by high
authorities, self-organized training, selective training, on-line training, and overseas training, with a total
of 186,207 individual trainings. Members of SDIC leadership participated in trainings organized by
the Organization Department of the CPC Central Committee and SASAC, with a total of 7 individual
trainings. Members of leaderships of SDIC’s administrative departments, subsidiaries, and invested-in
companies participated in various types of trainings, with a total of 2,176 individual trainings. Other
management personnel received various types of training, with a total of 27,310 individual trainings.

This training was given by the Training
Center of China International Publishing
Group, a leader in China’s interpretation
training field. It was designed with
targeted and practical courses and
highlighted the importance of practical
use. Trainees learnt various interpreting
skills and methods, acquired greater
proficiency in two languages. They were
able to respond to emergencies quickly,
laying a sound foundation for the further
study in the future.

Technical professionals participated in various types of trainings, with a total of 156,714 individual
trainings . In 2014, SDIC headquarters spent training 6.46 million yuan and SDIC group spent 55.39 million

Employees with a master’s
degree or above

yuan in various types of trainings.

3090

2047

2012

2279

2013

2014

Employees with a bachelor’s degree

14938
11374

2012

12502

2013

2014

SDIC Dachaoshan established a long-term job rotation mechanism

Jingyuan Second Power helping employees to improve comprehensive
competence through targeted training

In addition to the regular training for production personnel combined with the requirement of job skills,
the establishment of the NOSA system, and the standardization of work safety, SDIC Yunnan Dachaoshan
Hydropower Co., Ltd. also explored other forms to deliver technical trainings like arranging operation
personnel to the maintenance crew during the annual grade-A maintenance period of generator units so
that they could improve their technical and other competence through the hands-on experience.

To make its training more practical, Jingyuan Second Power has given full play to the role
of departments and teams in its training work since 2014. Combined with employees’
career plans, training was mostly given within each department and rarely given at the
company level in a fragmented approach.

While putting Generator Unit #3 under the annual grade-A maintenance in 2014, SDIC Dachaoshan
Hydropower carried out a major technical retrofitting to the excitation system and the protection
configuration of the generator-transformer units, in addition to the regular items checked. So the bustling
maintenance site became the best in class for technical training. The operation personnel who worked with
the maintenance crew got a direct understanding of equipment structure, both internally and externally,
thus they could read the secondary drawings, demonstrating proficiency in the working principles and
performance of equipment, and now have better control over equipment operations. At the same time,
thanks to this training, the operation personnel could get involved in the technical retrofiting of equipment
in advance, take part in the installation and debugging process, and revise such technical standards as
operation instructions and manuals in a timely manner, thus laying a solid foundation for the operations
and management after the technical retrofit. Moreover, the engagement of the operation personnel in the
maintenance work facilitated their communication and mutual understanding with the maintenance crew
and further benefited the on-site equipment maintenance.
After many years of practice and experimentation, SDIC Dachaoshan Hydropower gradually sets up a
long-term mechanism to engage its operation personnel in different positions. All its operation personnel
have received such training in different batches and shared their experience through specific lectures within
their department. This training pattern consisting of theoretical study, field practice and experience sharing
is helping operation personnel enhance their comprehensive competence. In recent years, the company
has managed to ensure its work safety in a long period with the help of the largest number of operations
personnel which have been dispatched to other departments after receiving intensified trainings.

Tailored training covered multilayer and classified needs of jobs to attract the
participation of all employees and focused on the evaluation of effects so that a
corresponding system was set up to improve efficiency.
First, skills training was given to team leaders and internal trainers, and inter-department
and interdisciplinary training became available to remove the existing barriers. Second,
skills training came in the form of one competent senior employee teaching multiple
new employees from different departments and disciplines to help the latter enhance
their professional competence. Third, department managers and excellent internal
trainers were selected to do public speaking tours. Fourth, centering on the theme of old
equipment maintenance and recycling campaign and technical innovation, the specific
trainings would be given to facilitate the realization of the annual working objectives
and the technology competitions were organized based on the actual conditions. Fifth,
measures were taken to further improve employees’ professional competence and
priorities were given to the building of manager teams, professional teams, and highskilled personnel teams.
Following the principle of “talents first, use orientation”, Jingyuan Second Power helped
employees improve their professional and other competence in the fragmented training
approach, a move providing itself with adequate human resources to meet its needs
while seeking for continuous development.
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SDIC held a seminar on HR management innovations
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An Official WeChat Account for SDIC Corporate Culture launched
SDIC held a seminar on human
resource management innovations
at China Executive Leadership
Academy, Pudong from June
9-13, 2014. A total of 40 HR
managers from SDIC headquarters,
11 subsidiaries, and 22 invested
companies took part in the
seminar. The training course
outlined the arrangements on SOE
reforms, aiming to improve SDIC’s
capacity in HR innovations, which
was a great measure the Group
took to intensify trainings for
administrative staff and strengthen
the team building of HR managers.

"Welcome to SDIC Corporate Culture." At the beginning of 2014, employees would receive this warming message after they subscribed SDIC
WeChat account through scanning the two-dimension code.
On January 20, 2014, SDIC WeChat account opened to the public. Expected to spread the Group’s positive energy, it became a place where
employees could attend cultural and learning activities and communicate with each other.
The WeChat platform has gained great popularity as an emerging instant communication tool which can be used to convey messages in a
fast, proactive and targeted manner. The launch of SDIC WeChat account offered the Group multi-view, comprehensive and flexible mobile
Internet services, provided it with more means to promote its corporate culture, delivered services to staff in a more efficient manner, and
enabled employees to gain brand-new interactive media experience via WeChat.
After one year of creative practice, SDIC Wechat account grew into one of the most popular new media platforms among its employees. By
the end of 2014, it had more than 6,000 regular followers and over 100,000 random followers and saw average monthly visits over 30,000
times, with the largest number of forwarding and visiting times for a single message exceeding 7,000 and 90,000 respectively. Making its
way into the best WeChat subscription accounts owned by the central SOEs, it was highly acclaimed by the SASAC Publicity Bureau and
attracted high attention of many counterparts. Many companies including China Railway, China Ocean Shipping (Group) Company, ChinaSoft
International and Sinopharm sent delegations to SDIC for inspecting and exchange views about how to operate a corporate culture-themed
WeChat public platform.
According to the statistical data, most users of SDIC WeChat account were SDIC employees. The regular followers forwarded three messages
each day and read 26 messages per month on average and the average forwarding times of messages within one month registered 46,
inviting more people to learn about SDIC including its corporate culture and member companies. The attention SDIC frontline workers paid to
the account fully embodied their love for WeChat as an emerging new media.
Given this, the Group would scale up its effort to run this account through measures like adding more functions so that this account could
further bring employees together, show SDIC’s good social image, and facilitate its reform and development.

Promoting Democracy
SDIC values employees’ proposals on

With the help of the workers’ congress, transparency of the company, and activities

corporate development and management

like the reception day of general manager, the invested enterprises strive to enhance

and puts in place a well-functioning

communications between themselves and employees, carry out high-quality and efficient

workers congress in an effort to ensure

democratic management in an a comprehensive way, and help employees raise awareness

employees’ rights to democratic decision

of protecting overall corporate interests, corporate image, and their own legitimate

making, management and supervision

interests, in a bid to seek for harmonious development.

processes.

Building a Better Corporate Culture
SDIC values employees’ proposals on

Building Corporate Culture in an Innovative Way

corporate development and management
and puts in place a well-functioning

SDIC continues to build its corporate culture by innovative measures like launching a

workers’ congress in an effort to ensure

dedicated WeChat public account. With the help of WeChat, employees could have more

employees’ rights to democratic decision

interaction and SDIC was pushed to public eyes. While building its corporate culture, SDIC

making, management, and supervision

created and promoted its unique brands through various means and channels.

processes, and take an active part in the
corporate management. The Group took

In 2014, to create a harmonious and positive atmosphere, SDIC organized a serial of cultural

an active part in building corporate culture.

activities with its own characteristics, including the Growing with SDIC Youth Forum, speech

With the help of such mass organizations

contest, mini-film contest, celebration of Youth Day, youth exchanges, and international

as trade unions, Communist Youth

business knowledge contest.

Leagues, and Women’s Federations at all
levels, it organized various cultural activities

Thanks to these efforts, the Group received many prizes in cultural progress. SDIC Xinji

aiming at increasing employees’ sense of

Energy, SDIC Qinzhou Port, and SDIC Gansu Xiaosanxia Power made their way into the

belonging and corporate cohesion.

fourth group of China’s Model Organizations.
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Caring for Employees’ Living
Concerned about employees’ living conditions, SDIC strives to bring tangible benefits to

SDIC Youth League Committee
organized a theme activity to
celebrate the Youth Day

its employees and help them solve problems. SDIC’s trade union keeps learning about
employees’ living conditions, pays visits to and helps those with serious illnesses or financial
difficulties in a timely manner, and ensures all staff members can feel the care of SDIC family.

On May 4, 2014, SDIC organized
a activity naming Realizing Vision
of Youth in SDIC, Honoring
Heroes in the Anti-Japanese War.
Nearly 160 young employees from
31 subsidiaries based in Beijing
took part in this activity. They
visited the Museum of the War
of Chinese People’s Resistance
against Japanese Aggression
and had an opportunity to look
back on the Chinese people’s 14year fight against the Japanese
invasion.

A lactation room set up for female employees
To help breastfeeding mothers, SDIC’s
headquarters set up a lactation room in
the office area as a private and safe place
where breastfeeding mothers can pump
milk for their child. In addition to having
such necessities as refrigerators, tables
and chairs, and tissues, the lactation
room was managed and operated by
designated personnel in line with the
relevant administrative measures.
The setup of the room solved the problem
having long bothered the working
mothers and was praised by all female
workers. With the lactation room, the
breastfeeding mothers no longer needed
to search for a free office, conference
room, storage, or a toilet to pump milk.
Despite being in a small size, the room not
only helped the nursing workers and their
family out but also represented SDIC’s
care and love for its employees.

English salon “Small Talk, Big Deal”
As SDIC becomes even more global, its
international business and cooperation also kept
growing, and so requirements for employees’
English level.At the same time, SDIC staff
showed increasingly strong needs and desire
for English learning. Guided by the applicationdriven philosophy, an English solon titled Small
Talk, Big Deal was organized and targeted at the
Group’s personnel with international profiles,
interpreters and other employees interested in
English learning.

SDIC organized a lantern riddle
gathering for retired employees at
Lantern Festival

SDIC employees participated
in the 5th Beijing International
Mountain Walking Festival
On September 20, 2014, more than
230 SDIC employees, organized by
the trade union, as a part of 15,000
walkers from around 40 countries
and regions, gathered at Zhaitang
Town of Mentougou District for the
5th Beijing International Mountain
Walking Festival.

On February 14, 2014, SDIC organized
a lantern riddle gathering for retired
employees to celebrate the Lantern
Festival, a traditional Chinese festival.
Apart from lantern riddles, the organizers
also prepared other games. Through
these festive and funny games, SDIC
showed their best wishes to retired
employees and their family. Moreover, by
playing these games, these retirees had
some coordination exercises in a joyous
atmosphere and felt SDIC’s care for them.
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RESPONSIBILITY
FOR CORPORATE
CITIZENSHIP
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In line with the tenet of working for investors, for society and for
employees, SDIC operates in good faith and within the law and
earnestly fulfills its responsibilities and obligations as an excellent
corporate citizen. It works hard on public interest activities such
as targeted poverty reduction, pairing assistance to Xinjiang and
Tibet, and financial aid to poor students. It takes an active part
in local community building, drives the development of the local
economy and creates new jobs for local residents with investment
projects. It provides guidance for youth volunteer initiatives to
serve communities and promote the sustainable development of
communities.

Migrant worker
Employed by
SDIC (person)

Charity Donations
(10,000 yuan)

23,650 2,969.65
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Operating within the Law and Upholding Business Ethics

SDIC and its invested-in enterprises
operate in strict accordance with national
laws and regulations, industry codes and
business ethics, and fulfilled all economic
contracts. It has established good relations
with stakeholders such as governments,
shareholders, partners, creditors, suppliers
and clients, and keep them informed
of SDIC’s development, with a view to
achieving common development.
In 2014, SDIC placed great emphasis
on management according to the law.
It continuously advanced the corporate
counsel system to identify and reduce
legal risks and strengthen research and
assessment on legal issues concerning

The Department of Legal Affairs was honored
the SOE In-House Team of the Year by Asian
Legal Business in 2014.

financial and corporate innovations. It
established the supervision system for
major legal disputes, advanced the IT-based
management of legal work, improved the
legal work management system and legal
risk prevention and control mechanism.

On October 11, 2014, SDIC Asset
Management held a legal and internal
control knowledge contest, covering laws,
internal control, assets disposal,and finance.
The various forms of quizzes deepened
employees’ understanding of relevant laws
and internal control, and enhanced their
awareness of risk prevention and control.

It uplifted the level of precise legal risk
management, educated employees about
the law, and enhanced the ability to
manage according to the law.

SDIC-online put into use as a bridge of communication
After more than nine months of trial operation, SDIC-online, the company’s official WeChat
account registered and run by SDIC Information Center, was officially put into use. Chairman
Wang Huisheng wrote inscriptions for the official account and showed keen interest in and
support for new media operations.
SDIC-online is the comprehensive and authoritative WeChat account of SDIC, aiming at
conveying the voice of SDIC, building up its image and strengthening communication with
the public by providing the company’s information in a timely manner. It is intended to be
a multi-functional platform for news release, information disclosure, image presentation,
investment discussions and services, open a new window for the public who are interested in
SDIC, central SOEs and investments, and provide a new channel to get first-hand information.

To promote the implementation of the
Constitution, SDIC distributed 1,160
copies of the Constitution on the national
Constitution Day. This enhanced employees’
understanding of the Constitution.

Since its trial operation, SDIC-online has spread company information in diverse forms such
as photos, voices, videos, and animation. Its operation and maintenance has been improved,
along with the steady increase of followers. The video about key national projects and the
animation on the biggest hydropower station in Tibet attracted wide attention and each had
more than 10,000 hits. SDIC-online also made the list of top public accounts of key SOEs
many times, this list was released on www.gsdata.cn by the Center for Journalism Studies of
Tsinghua University.
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Strengthening Strategic Cooperation to Achieve Common Development
SDIC builds long-term partnership with
stakeholders on the basis of reciprocal
support, mutual benefit and friendship.
It is always committed to growing with
them together by strengthening strategic
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Creating Job Opportunities
In line with the tenet of working for

In 2014, the Group newly recruited 3,788 employees, including 3,300 new graduates from

investors, for society and for employees,

colleges and secondary technical schools and 57 ex-servicemen. SDIC also employs migrant

SDIC provides job opportunities for local

workers from rural areas and provides them with equal career opportunities. In 2014, it

residents through its investment projects.

employed 23,650 migrant workers, and 1,877 of them work as team leaders or higher
positions.

communication, expanding cooperation,
innovating cooperation methods, drawing

SDIC attaches great importance to hiring local workers in overseas projects. In 2014, the

on each other’s strengths and sharing

overseas investment projects of COMPLANT and YAPP Automotive Parts continued to create

resources.

ample job opportunities for local people.

In 2014, it signed strategic cooperation
agreements with seven entities.

1,877 team leaders and higher
position holders

Employees of SDIC’s Overseas Enterprises
COMPLANT

On December 12, 2014, Yalong River Hydropower Development Co., Ltd. signed another strategic
cooperation agreement with Tsinghua University. China Jinping Underground Laboratory, jointly

11843

established by the two sides, provides the best conditions for key basic research projects like China

9687

Dark Matter Experiment (CDEX) and has greatly extended China’s international influence in this frontier
research area. The Laboratory is poised to be a national basic research platform open to the whole world.

YAPP Automotive Parts
11391
565

23,650

579
549

migrant workers from
rural areas

2012

2013

2014

2012

2013

2014

On December 11, 2014, SDIC signed a
strategic cooperation framework agreement
with China Shipping (Group) Company, with a
view to promote cooperation and sustainable
development in shipping, port, finance and other

Engaging in Public Welfare Activities and Supporting the Border Areas

fields, improving each other’s market status and
overall competitiveness for a win-win outcome.

SDIC is actively involved in public welfare

Poverty Reduction and Assistance to the Needy

activities such as targeted poverty
reduction, pairing assistance to Xinjiang

SDIC takes an active part in public welfare activities such as poverty reduction and

and Tibet, and financial aid to poor

donations, and extends support to education and health undertakings in impoverished

students. It gives back to the communities

areas. It provides pairing assistance to Luodian County and Pingtang County in Guizhou

and contributes to the building of a

Province and Ningxian County and Heshui County in Gansu Province. In helping local people

harmonious society through continuous,

to shake off poverty, SDIC adopts new approaches and channels resources to those areas.

targeted and strategic investments of
resources.

In 2014, it donated a total of over 9.09 million yuan to the four counties to advance the
drinking water project of Pingtang County and Luodian County and the rural road project

From April 23 to 26, 2014, China SDIC
International Trade Co., Ltd. and Glencore Xstrata
signed a strategic cooperation agreement to
strengthen cooperation in the trade in minerals.

In 2014, SDIC donated a total of

of Ningxian County and Heshui County. It provided financial support for the needy college

about 29.7 million yuan (according to

students of Pingtang County and Luodian County, and set up the “SDIC-New Great Wall

consolidated financial statements), of

Class of Impoverished High School Students” in Ningxian County and Heshui County. In

which about 29.08 million yuan was

addition, it carried out the Enlightening Action together with the China Welfare Fund

donated in the name of the company.

for the Handicapped in targeted counties of Guizhou Province, and helped with cataract

Personal donations by employees registered

operations on 1,000 impoverished patients.

637,900 yuan.
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SDIC's targeted poverty reduction efforts in Guizhou and Gansu
SDIC has undertaken targeted poverty
reduction tasks in Luodian County and
Pingtang County of Bouyei and Miao
Autonomous Prefecture of southern
Guizhou Province and Ningxian County
and Heshui County of Qingyang City
of Gansu Province. For 12 years it has
actively engaged in targeted poverty
reduction work and fulfilled its social
responsibility in line with the tenet of
working for investors, for society and
for employees. By the end of 2014, it
had accumulatively donated over 56.61
million yuan to support infrastructure
construction, impoverished college
students and relief efforts in the
targeted counties, spreading love across
the deep mountains of Loess Plateau.

“

SDIC has donated 26 million yuan in the past seven years to help advance the drinking water
project of Pingtang County and Luodian County of Guizhou. The water kilns and plants funded
by SDIC now provide drinking water for 25,056 people from 5,178 households in 205 villager
groups of 29 villages, as well as drinking water for 11,601 domestic animals and irrigation
water for 116,832 mu of farmland. Thanks to the drinking water project, local residents no
longer need to carry water with their shoulders or mules from several kilometers away. “I had
never dreamt in my life that we could use tap water at our home without walking a long way
on the mountains”, an 82-year-old villager said emotionally.
SDIC has donated 8 million yuan in the past two years to help advance the rural road project
of Ningxian County and Heshui County of Gansu Province. The 18.95km rural roads have
benefited 1,889 households of 24 villager groups in five villages and one school, and facilitated
the transportation of grains produced on the 19,414 mu of farmland, granting local residents
easy access to resources for production and daily life.
SDIC also donated 10 million yuan to establish youth centers in Luodian County and Pingtang
County to provide venues for training programs on music, fine art, martial art, drawing and so
on, thus promoting the healthy development of youth. It donated 400,000 yuan to build the
Luoyang Hope Primary School (now renamed Hongshui River Hope Primary School), the first
local school in Luoyang town of Luodian County, where local children used to get up early and
walk more than ten kilometers on mountain paths to their nearest school every day.

In targeted poverty reduction
efforts, SDIC focuses on
infrastructure construction, and
gives priority to projects that
are closely related to people’s
livelihood and meet people’s
urgent needs, so as to satisfy
people’s needs for drinking water,
transportation and recreation.

“

In addition to funding
infrastructure construction, SDIC
also offers generous support to
financially disadvantaged students

Since 2002, in collaboration with the New Great Wall Fund of the China Foundation for
Poverty Alleviation, it has donated over 4.06 million yuan to support financially challenged
college students of Pingtang County and Luodian County. It granted 2,000 yuan per person
each year to 2,032 students in total, and helped 538 students complete their college
education. Some of the students now work as civil servants for the central or local government
and some are studying overseas.
Since 2013, together with the New Great Wall Fund, it has donated 400,000 yuan to set up
two high school classes for financially disadvantaged students in Ningxian County and Heshui
County, offering annul grant of 2,000 yuan to each of the 50 students in each class, 100
students in total, until they finish high school.
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Industry Development Fund for the poor areas makes the first investment
On December 10, 2014, China’s first
Industry Development Fund for the
poor areas was set up. The Industry
Development Fund was registered at the
State Administration for Industry and
Commerce on June 6, 2014, and jointly
funded by the Ministry of Finance, SDIC
and China National Tobacco Corporation.
It is the first industry development fund
for poor areas in China, which, despite
the government background, operates
independently in a market-based way and
assumes full responsibility for its profit
or loss, representing a key exploration in
innovative poverty reduction and fiscal
investment modes.
The Industry Development Fund, initiated
by SDIC, aims to steer fiscal funds
towards and mobilize enterprises and
private capital to invest in distinctive and
prospective industries in poor areas. SDIC
Chuangyi Fund signed the authorization
agreement to manage the Fund at the
end of 2014, and signed the trusteeship
agreement with the Agricultural Bank
of China at the beginning of 2015. It
then took prompt action to prepare
the Industry Development Fund for its
first investment. Taking into account
the poor investment environment and
weak industrial basis of poor areas and
their enterprises’ characteristics such as
small scale, high homogeneity, weak
competitiveness, backward business
philosophy, unregulated management

SDIC Chuangyi Fund held the first meeting of the Investment Decision-making Committee.

and difficulty in financing, SDIC Chuangyi Fund made active explorations, established
relevant regulations and systems and conducted investigations on potential projects in
poor areas, while actively communicating with fund companies and other entities to seek
investment opportunities.
On February 10, 2015, the Industry Development Fund smoothly completed its first
investment. Chongqing Banghao Seed Company it invested in was established in 2008 with
a registered capital of 88.05 million yuan. Situated in the impoverished Yunyang County of
Chongqing along the Qinba Mountain, the company is a regional leading seed company that
specializes in high-quality hybrid corn seeds and conducts operations in breeding, cultivation
and promotion. The Industry Development Fund became the company’s third largest
shareholder, with an investment of 30 million yuan, accounting for 11.45%. SDIC Chuangyi
Fund, as the manager of the Industry Development Fund, will actively engage in the postinvestment management and services to ensure the healthy development of the invested-in
company and the returns on investment.

Many students who received the funds send letters of thanks to the company almost
every year, and many who have graduated often visit the company’s website to follow its
development and express gratitude and regards. A student wrote in one letter that, “It is SDIC
that helped me get rid of poverty and gave me hope of life. Your generous support brought a
silver lining to my financially strapped family.”

and helps with the education
of children from impoverished
families.

“

SDIC organizes a number of relief
activities to bring warmth and love
to households in need. It focuses
on addressing the deep concerns
of the people and helps them get
through natural disasters, illnesses
and poverty.

Before each Spring Festival, delegations led by leaders of SDIC or local government agencies
entrusted by SDIC visit the needy households and bring them funds, greetings and supplies for
the Festival. Over the years, it has granted 1.74 million yuan to and visited about 6,800 needy
households to help them have a good Spring Festival.
In the event of natural disasters such as frosts, floods and droughts, it would send sympathy
and solicitude as soon as possible and provide funds to help the affected people. It has
accumulatively donated relief funds of 2.25 million yuan to Pingtang County and Luodian
County to support the relief efforts and help them restore production after the disasters.
)N  3$)# LAUNCHED THE h#HARITY 0ROGRAM s %NLIGHTENING !CTIONv TOGETHER WITH THE #HINA
Welfare Fund for the Handicapped and donated 1 million yuan to help with the cataract
operations on 1,000 impoverished patients in Pingtang County and Luodian County.

On November 18, 2014, the care for needy high
school students in 832 counties charity program
was initiated by the China Foundation for Poverty
Alleviation. Aimed at supporting and inspiring
financially disadvantaged high school students,
the program is set to be progressively carried out
in 832 impoverished counties across the country.
As a representative at the launch ceremony, SDIC
shared its experiences in education support and
poverty reduction efforts for more than a decade.
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Engaging in Community Building and Driving Local Development

Assistance to Xinjiang and Tibet
SDIC gives full play to the role of an
investment holding company in steering
investments, effectively implements China’s
Western Development Strategy, and
increases investments in areas inhabited
by ethnic minorities in Xingjiang and
those inhabited by Tibetans in Sichuan
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Han Ju, a senior employee SDIC sent to support
Xinjiang, fulfilled his three-year task with a
strong sense of mission. He played an active role
in project investment and financing, industrial
development, park construction and other
aspects. In August 2014, he stood out from
the seventh batch of cadres sent by central
authorities and central SOEs, winning a second
prize for his outstanding performance in Xinjiang.

Bearing in mind their responsibility as
corporate citizens, SDIC continued to
strengthen communication, exchange and
cooperation with local governments and

Young COMPLANT employees draw pictures together with people with
intellectual disabilities

stakeholders, support the development
of the local economy, create job
opportunities, increase the income of local

and Qinghai Provinces to improve

residents, and address their actual needs.

local infrastructure and accelerate the

They participated in community building

development of the underdeveloped areas.

and strove to live in harmony and grow
together with local communities.

SDIC actively extends talent support to
Xinjiang and Tibet. In 2014, it sent 35

SDIC encouraged the youth volunteers,

senior employees to Xinjiang, including one

established the youth volunteer teams.

with the Organization Department of the

It guided young people to engage

CPC Central Committee, and recruited 146

in community building, serve the

college graduates of minority nationalities.

communities and the public, and spread
the volunteerism of dedication, friendliness,
mutual assistance, and progress.

Volunteers of Huaxia Power serve
the community
On December 6, 2014, Xiamen Huaxia
International Power Development Co.,
Ltd. (Huaxia Power) organized a series
of volunteer activities in which the
volunteers repaired electric appliances
free of charge, served as traffic wardens,
or worked as inspectors for Xiamen
ophthalmic hospital. The free repair
was especially welcomed by residents
in Jinshang community, who brought
various kinds of electric appliances for
repair. An old couple expressed thanks
repeatedly after the volunteers repaired
three appliances for them.

On May 20, 2014, a delegation of SDIC Hami Energy Development Co., Ltd. visited the working group stationed in Toudaogou Village of Tianshan Town,
Hami City and the needy households there. Over the years, SDIC Hami Energy has conducted various poverty reduction efforts for the village, including
building a metal mesh plant, setting up an education fund, paying visits to needy households and planting windbreak forests and fruit trees.

On August 1, 2014, the Youth League Committee of COMPLANT organized young
employees to visit the facility for people with intellectual disabilities in Liucun Town
of Changping District and teach them to draw pictures. In a friendly and pleasant
atmosphere, the young employees quickly made friends with them and taught them
to distinguish colors, draw patterns, and portray the world as it is in their eyes and
imagination. Seeing many of them were so excited about their first drawing, the young
employees were deeply touched by their sincere smiles and felt the joy of helping others.
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Outlook for 2015
2015 is the first year of the Group’s efforts to promote the pilot program on
comprehensive reform. SDIC will concentrate on developing a market-based
development and operation mechanism and seek answers to major issues such as
the role, system and mechanism, and business model of a state-owned investment
company. It will continue reform and innovation by strengthening management
and adjusting structure with a view to providing replicable experience for
deepening the reform of SOEs.
In 2015, SDIC will continue to build on basic industries, ensure the successful
development of key projects, accelerate the growth of industries of strategic
importance, develop its international business actively yet prudently, increase
innovations in the ways of investment and financing, promote structural
adjustment, and improve the quality and efficiency of development substantially,
striving to achieve the Group’s market-based strategic transformation.
In 2015, SDIC will continue to boost basic management and improve the
effectiveness of management. Managerial rules will be renewed according to
the New Normal of the China’s economy. The fulfillment of responsibilities will
be enhanced mainly through specialized management. Cost efficiency will be
increased through detailed management. Information technology will be used to
ensure that managerial activities are carried out efficiently.
In 2015, SDIC will continue to commit itself to low-carbon and environmentfriendly development. It will intensify efforts in saving energy and reducing
emissions, promote green and low-carbon development across the Group,
and boost the fulfillment of responsibility for protecting the environment and
biodiversity, thus making its due contribution to China’s ecological progress.
In 2015, SDIC will continue to push forward CSR work, promote the philosophy
of “integrity and reciprocity”, manage enterprises according to the law, and
operate in good faith to ensure the sustained and healthy growth of the Group.
It will strengthen the communication with stakeholders and the general public,
and actively engage in community building and public welfare activities so as to
contribute to the harmonious development of business community and society.
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Third-Party Appraisal

Third-Party Appraisal

SDIC has published the CSR report for

shale gas, and biomass. It promotes China’s

about the company’s CSR practice, serves

SDIC’s 2014 CSR Report shows ample

has set a good example to other Chinese

seven consecutive years. Like previous

pilot program on circular economy and

as a new showcase for the development

highlights and a sincere attitude. It

enterprises in fulfilling its due responsibility.

ones, the 2014 CSR Report gives a clear

project of power generation with methane

of central SOEs, and helps to attract more

embodies SDIC’s sense of mission and

account of the efforts SDIC made in

gas to increase the efficiency in using

attention from the public. Moreover,

responsibility and spirit of reform,

Apart from achievements, this report is also

improving its capacity for CSR management

resources. It carries out technical retrofit

following the introduction of an APP for

innovation, and keeping pace with the

candid about the problems to be solved

and achieving sustainable development,

for higher energy efficiency. It establishes

CSR report in 2013, SDIC launched the

times.

and aspects to be improved. It makes

through detailed data and a rich variety of

the image of a green enterprise that uses

mobile terminal for its CSR report in 2014.

cases.

resources efficiently and protects the

A background server pushes CSR reports,

This report gives a full account of SDIC’s

environment.

videos, cases, etc. to the terminal in a

CSR practice in recent years and adequately

This report fully describes the achievements

this report faithful, impartial, and better
balanced.

timely manner. It gives stakeholders and

addresses stakeholders’ concerns. Against

I expect to see that compiling CSR reports

SDIC made in 2014 in five aspects,

Second is accelerating the change of

the general public a new way of keeping

the backdrop of SOE reform, this report

help improve SDIC’s management and

i.e. economic growth, environmental

growth model to explore a path of reform

up with SDIC’s CSR practice, helping to

describes the reform measures SDIC took

drive its reform and development and SDIC

protection, work safety, employee

for SOEs. Over the years, SDIC has been

increase the efficiency of communication.

in 2014 for economic growth and the

becomes a top investment company of

development, and corporate citizenship.

working for investors, for society and for

achievements in this regard, making clear

international standards and competitive on

It serves as a showcase for SDIC’s new

employees. With an open mind, it has

In 2015, SDIC may work harder

the future direction of its reform and

the responsibility front.

progress and new outcomes in fulfilling

been committed to reform and innovation

on increasing China’s capacity in

development. As far as environmental

responsibilities. Over the years, SDIC has

and strived to change the growth model

environmental protection and sustainable

protection is concerned, this report lists the

committed itself to serving the country

faster and explore the unique development

development, and thus make greater

progress SDIC made in developing clean

and society. It builds on basic industries,

path of a state-owned investment holding

contributions to China’s green development

energy and promoting circular economy,

explores forward-looking industries, actively

company. It has gained rich experience in

and ecological progress.

showing its resolution of green investment.

develops clean energy, and generously

capital investment, capital operation, equity

Over the years, SDIC has been fulfilling

helps the poor. It has been interpreting

management, and equity withdrawal. All

its responsibilities as a corporate citizen

the CSR philosophy of operating in line

these have consolidated the foundation for

in such aspects as community building,

with the law and in good faith, saving

its sustainable development and provided

job creation, poverty reduction, pairing

energy, protecting the environment, and

new experience for deepening the reform

assistance to Xinjiang and Tibet, and

contributing to harmony through actions.

of SOEs.

financial aid to poor students. Its efforts in

Its CSR practice has been presenting new
features and highlights.
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helping poor students finish their studies
Third, communicating with stakeholders

and underdeveloped areas grow faster

in an innovative way. SDIC has been a

contribute to the building of a harmonious

Zhong Hongwu

First is developing clean energy for

leader among central SOEs in terms of the

society. On the international business front,

Director of Research Center for Corporate

sustainable development. SDIC has made

communication with stakeholders and the

Tao Detian

SDIC is actively involved in public welfare

Social Responsibility, Academic Division

great efforts to develop clean energy such

general public. Its newly launched WeChat

Spokesperson for the Ministry of

activities and its projects are spoken highly

of Economics, Chinese Academy of Social

as hydropower, wind power, solar energy,

platform offers up-to-date information

Environmental Protection (MEP)

of by local governments and people. SDIC

Sciences (CASS)
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Appendix
Financial Statements
Consolidated Balance Sheet
Item

Amounts in RMB yuan
As of December 31, 2014

As of December 31, 2013

Current assets

Consolidated Balance Sheet ( continued )
Item

As of December 31, 2014

As of December 31, 2013

250,925,802,586.51

234,543,222,893.68

62,807,934,785.93

58,966,557,385.89

188,117,867,800.58

175,576,665,507.79

772,886,011.16

928,687,931.17

187,344,981,789.42

174,647,977,576.62

47,585,912,076.35

48,492,507,101.19

Construction materials

1,202,348,761.14

1,080,523,838.20

Disposal of fixed assets

468,515.79

124,993.36

Productive biological assets

0.00

0.00

Oil-and-gas assets

0.00

0.00

12,487,931,535.56

9,794,354,549.59

94,839,123.72

19,198,981.55

Goodwill

4,822,623,427.94

583,969,620.14

Long-term prepaid expenses

1,285,197,094.99

1,231,414,292.35

Deferred income tax assets

2,099,265,479.79

1,913,221,436.41

Other non-current assets

4,521,611,332.59

3,648,233,631.09

0.00

0.00

Total non-current assets

315,297,444,264.41

290,873,916,375.15

Total assets

461,725,971,921.54

348,218,084,330.42

17,465,609,847.44

23,483,873,960.23

0.00

0.00

69,755,420.37

253,758,927.04

4,103,000,000.00

1,000,000,000.00

217,621.00

1,128,951.76

0.00

0.00

2,497,034,617.05

2,147,962,115.70

14,327,461,954.60

13,656,588,554.57

Original value of fixed assets
53,568,405,255.88

17,472,576,980.55

8,952,185,420.45

2,250,886.58

0.00

1,188,000,000.00

12,455,687,624.42

879,438,790.90

73,006,363.13

16,178,917.95

Notes receivable

2,266,446,143.31

3,274,628,646.74

Accounts receivable

9,257,460,051.18

9,152,774,055.10

Advances to suppliers

5,920,470,260.36

5,804,532,890.77

Premiums receivable

0.00

0.00

Reinsurance accounts receivable

0.00

0.00

Reinsurance contract reserves receivable

0.00

0.00

Interests receivable

545,716,847.10

12,892,847.68

Dividends receivable

409,295,345.22

368,303,044.20

Other receivables

5,323,697,849.59

4,436,047,200.17

buying back the sale of financial assets

4,418,504,588.98

187,000,594.96

12,559,860,531.17

12,445,761,850.43

2,496,604,757.78

2,369,383,014.33

6,221,414,156.68

6,712,692,242.28

Assets classified as available-for-sale

55,164,429.29

0.00

Non-current assets maturing within one year

18,628,168.99

19,735,029.09

30,603,998,778.06

2,084,046,220.15

146,428,527,657.13

57,344,167,955.27

Cash and cash equivalents
Deposit Reservation for Balance
Inter-bank lending
Financial assets measured at fair value with their changes included
in the profits and losses of the current period
Derivative financial assets

Inventories
Including: Raw material
Finished goods

Other current assets
Total current assets

Loans and advances issued
Financial assets available for sale
Held-to-maturity investment
Long-term accounts receivable
Long-term equity investment
Investment property

Less: accumulated depreciation
Net fixed assets
Less: Fixed assets depreciation reserves
Net fixed assets
Construction in progress

Intangible assets
Development expenditures

Including: charactered material reserve

Current Liabilities
Short-term loans
Borrowing from the Central Bank
Savings absorption & Interbank placement

Non-current assets
655,551,984.51

78,625,000.00

34,248,929,498.34

23,058,538,691.91

166,069,983.39

36,487,076.00

2,193,269,474.30

1,742,211,499.19

15,203,819,291.31

23,471,988,013.75

1,384,624,895.27

1,074,540,073.80

Amounts in RMB yuan

Borrowing funds
Financial liabilities measured at fair value with their changes
included in the profits and losses of the current period
Derivative financial liabilities
Notes payable
Accounts payable
Note: Any item with * is special for consolidated accounting statements,

for financial enterprises, and # for foreign-invested enterprises.
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Consolidated Balance Sheet (continued)
Item

Amounts in RMB yuan

Consolidated Balance Sheet (continued)

As of December 31, 2014

As of December 31, 2013

8,788,550,032.70

8,337,266,958.09

18,529,882,787.75

0.00

44,979,452.51

2,323,591.84

3,421,382,207.18

2,602,364,357.30

2,501,053,881.20

1,499,536,094.39

33,874,670.68

38,215,489.32

32,917,311.52

36,827,238.52

791,166,672.86

-299,815,292.73

212,536,825.56

-472,283,893.47

2,064,043,564.12

1,324,181,295.27

528,385,387.41

766,251,480.73

15,640,504,642.88

10,048,773,405.80

Dividend payable for reinsurance

0.00

0.00

Insurance contract reserves

0.00

0.00

Capital reserve

35,857,837,827.26

0.00

Less: Treasury stock

Acting underwriting securities

0.00

0.00

Other comprehensive income

Liabilities classified as available-for-sale

0.00

0.00

Including: Foreign currency translation difference

Non-current liabilities due within one year

19,922,872,544.97

17,079,586,959.23

Other current liabilities

12,815,566,407.38

8,679,468,883.53

Total current liabilities

156,868,250,987.48

89,083,714,148.36

Advances from customers
Financial assets sold for repurchase
Fee and commission payable
Payroll payable
Including: Payroll payable
Welfare payable
#Including: Bonus and welfares funds
Taxes and fees payable
Including: Taxes payable
Interests payable
Dividends payable
Other payables

Acting trading securities

Non-current liabilities
132,362,259,627.19

133,539,844,752.53

43,941,151,081.24

17,555,934,274.31

6,450,069,024.88

6,004,420,880.59

0.00

0.00

248,125,810.71

243,689,865.75

19,076,895.02

28,310,581.73

561,802,016.43

483,260,672.25

1,538,500,627.18

679,697,140.35

94,025,443.14

89,852,745.20

0.00

0.00

Total non-current liabilities

185,215,010,525.79

158,625,010,912.71

Total liabilities

342,083,261,513.27

247,708,725,061.07

Long-term loans
Bonds payable
Long-term payables
Long-term employee compensation payable
Special payables
Projected liabilities
Deferred income
Deferred income tax liabilities
Other non-current liabilities
Including: charactered material reserve
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Item

Amounts in RMB yuan
As of December 31, 2014

As of December 31, 2013

22,414,471,248.88

21,414,471,248.88

22,414,471,248.88

21,414,471,248.88

0.00

0.00

Collective capital

0.00

0.00

Private capital

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

22,414,471,248.88

21,414,471,248.88

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

11,371,717,369.50

11,091,111,101.93

0.00

0.00

3,382,298,729.83

1,506,573,241.99

-288,349,276.49

-222,220,538.52

Special reserve

491,909,960.74

554,583,445.70

Surplus reserve

1,289,783,681.43

1,265,638,601.37

Including: Statutory accumulation funds

1,289,783,681.43

1,265,638,601.37

Optional accumulation funds

0.00

0.00

#Reserve funds

0.00

0.00

#Enterprise expansion funds

0.00

0.00

#Investment returned with profit

0.00

0.00

546,863,256.93

273,834,646.66

22,736,200,149.67

19,424,933,230.93

62,233,244,396.98

55,531,145,517.46

57,409,466,011.29

44,978,213,751.89

Total shareholders’ equity

119,642,710,408.27

100,509,359,269.35

Total liabilities and owners’ equity

461,725,971,921.54

348,218,084,330.42

Owners’ equity
Paid-in capital (or capital stock)
State-owned capital
Including: State-owned legal person capital

Including: Individual capital
Foreign capital
#Less: Investment returned
Net paid-in capital
Other equity instruments
Including: Preferred stock
Perpetual capital securities

General risk preparation
Undistributed profit
Owners’ equity attributed to parent company
*Minority shareholders’ equity
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Consolidated Profit Statement
Item
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Amounts in RMB yuan
As of December 31, 2014 As of December 31, 2013

Consolidated Profit Statement
Item

Amounts in RMB yuan
As of December 31, 2014

As of December 31, 2013

70,342,917.95

69,056,616.35

0.00

0.00

1,546,807,717.90

742,425,648.52

0.00

10,843,769.41

338,894,097.70

142,414,232.84

214,964,450.10

45,918,407.15

0.00

0.00

764,800.84

0.00

14,537,533,000.51

11,583,287,302.82

1. Total operation revenue

112,620,104,474.52

98,644,116,610.84

Including: Operation revenue

105,000,279,229.73

97,419,226,782.33

Interests revenue

2,254,861,343.81

228,635,331.51

Premium revenue

0.00

0.00

5,364,963,900.98

996,254,497.00

2. Total cost of operation

105,166,600,564.38

91,244,415,870.37

Including: Cost of operation

76,577,080,303.73

72,118,870,160.73

1,251,621,315.31

9,053,036.63

612,543,534.23

35,302,574.26

Premium refunds

0.00

0.00

Less: Tax

2,540,503,744.52

1,918,972,385.03

Net compensation payout

0.00

0.00

5. Net profit

11,997,029,255.99

9,664,314,917.79

Net reserves for insurance contracts

0.00

0.00

4,105,901,983.24

3,861,827,011.01

Bond insurance expense

0.00

0.00

*Net profit attributed to minority shareholders

7,891,127,272.75

5,802,487,906.78

Reinsurance costs

0.00

0.00

6. Other comprehensive income, net after tax

2,421,392,094.07

-442,994,764.97

-39,957.35

112,637.00

2,421,432,051.42

-443,107,401.97

14,418,421,350.06

9,221,320,152.82

5,981,627,471.08

3,983,567,951.63

8,436,793,878.98

5,237,752,201.19

(1) Basic earnings per share

-

-

(2) Diluted earnings per share

-

-

Fee and commission revenue

Cost of interests
Fee and commission expenses

Business taxes and surcharges

2,125,986,753.31

1,276,012,570.26

Selling expenses

4,812,821,208.01

1,678,866,348.56

General & administration expenses

6,597,955,636.69

6,300,848,455.09

260,524,896.44

194,987,605.44

11,236,472,057.66

8,655,203,495.41

Including: Research and development expense
Financial expenses
Including: Cost of interests

11,095,417,534.79

8,729,190,405.38

Interests revenue

144,821,108.31

131,000,115.22

Exchanges net losses (increase is marked with “-”)

138,719,321.41

-43,062,405.32

1,952,119,755.44

1,170,259,229.43

0.00

0.00

315,248,962.58

5,239,944.07

5,380,077,044.89

3,350,758,614.54

886,745,751.93

1,635,650,733.30

404,901.54

-1,589,796.39

13,149,234,819.15

10,754,109,502.69

1,727,192,279.06

971,592,032.97

Loss on assets impairment
Other
Add: Income from changes in fair value (decrease is marked with “-”)
Investment income (decrease is marked with “-”)
Including: Income from investment in associated enterprises & joint ventures
Exchange gains (decrease is marked with “-”)
3. Income from operation (decrease is marked with “-”)
Add: Non-operating income

Including: Gains on disposal of non-current assets
Gains on exchange of non-monetary assets
Government subsidies
Income of debt reorganization
Less: Non-operating expenses
Including: Loss on disposal of non-current assets
Loss on exchange of non-monetary assets
Loss of debt reorganization
4. Earnings before tax

Net profit attributed to parent company

Other comprehensive income excluded from the profits and losses of
future periods
Other comprehensive income included in the profits and losses of
future periods
7. Total comprehensive income
Including: Total comprehensive income attributed to parent
company
*Total comprehensive income attributed to minority shareholders
8. Earnings per share
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Consolidated Cash Flow Statement
Item

Amounts in RMB yuan
As of December 31, 2014

As of December 31, 2013

Consolidated Cash Flow Statement (continued)
Item

As of December 31, 2013

220,674,306.69

145,880,972.62

878,851,085.77

23,118,424.10

20,676,646,228.96

856,352,579.94

74,200,970,091.02

62,995,707,774.43

24,379,167,256.49

25,745,319,959.68

55,298,186,912.18

71,986,877,947.36

0.00

0.00

Net cash paid to acquire subsidiaries and other operating units

659,008,301.75

0.00

Cash paid for other investment-related activities

737,441,266.39

382,932,851.19

and other long-term assets

Cash received from sales of goods or rendering of services

114,277,902,865.57

108,133,031,959.77

Net increase in savings absorption & interbank placement

-184,003,506.67

198,181,132.14

Net increase in borrowing from the central bank

-83,161,701.50

-219,080,673.58

Cash received from other investment-related activities

Net increase in borrowing from other financial institutions

300,000,000.00

-200,000,000.00

Sub-total of cash inflow from investment activities

0.00

0.00

Net cash received from reinsurance business

0.00

0.00

Net increase of policy holder deposits and investment funds

0.00

0.00

594,958,088.62

0.00

Net increase of disposal of financial assets measured at fair value with
their changes included in the profits and losses of the current period
Cash received from interests, fees and commission
Net increase in inter-bank borrowing
Net increase in repurchase fund
Refund of taxes and fees
Cash received from other operating-related activities
Sub-total of cash inflow from operation activities

Amounts in RMB yuan
As of December 31, 2014

Net cash received from disposal of fixed assets, intangible assets

1. Cash flow from operating activities

Premiums received from original insurance contracts
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Net cash received from disposal of subsidiaries and other operating
units

Cash paid to purchase fixed assets, intangible assets and other
long-term assets
Cash paid for investment
Net increase in pledged loans

8,160,107,780.74

1,137,496,355.02

848,000,000.00

0.00

Sub-total of cash outflow from investment activities

81,073,803,736.81

98,115,130,758.23

11,500,269,990.81

0.00

Net cash flows from investment activities

-6,872,833,645.79

-35,119,422,983.80

1,306,100,569.35

921,625,734.49

24,516,883,103.00

4,712,698,018.48

4,810,469,075.88

2,080,672,949.31

3,810,469,075.88

858,960,000.00

81,420,493,231.49

84,829,702,122.49

Cash received from bonds

6,494,520,000.00

0.00

Cash received from other financing-related activities

1,159,474,255.36

564,998,100.58

93,884,956,562.73

87,475,373,172.38

Cash paid for amounts borrowed

64,743,655,003.28

58,825,394,265.42

Cash paid for dividend, profit or interests

16,811,769,378.24

14,628,620,311.32

3,994,394,435.08

2,918,574,797.91

1,369,892,414.42

1,567,973,691.95

161,237,057,189.92

3. Cash flows from financing activities
Cash received from receiving investment
Including: cash received by subsidiaries from minority

114,683,952,526.32

shareholders' investment

65,348,334,092.39

63,861,287,311.30

625,516,984.51

479,715,997.93

-820,248,715.01

195,973,015.52

0.00

0.00

1,286,804,695.53

36,153,282.18

0.00

0.00

Cash paid for staff salaries or expenditures

11,755,289,101.62

9,390,540,834.47

Cash paid for taxes and fees

12,105,885,398.34

9,993,817,138.96

interests by subsidiaries

Cash paid for other operating-related activities

30,200,373,587.16

9,461,946,836.81

Cash paid for other financing-related activities

120,501,955,144.54

93,419,434,417.17

Sub-total of cash outflow from financing activities

82,925,316,795.94

75,021,988,268.69

40,735,102,045.38

21,264,518,109.15

Net cash flow from financing activities

10,959,639,766.79

12,453,384,903.69

37,195,582.89

-60,979,181.58

44,859,103,749.27

-1,462,499,152.54

14,712,903,324.95

16,175,402,477.49

59,572,007,074.22

14,712,903,324.95

Cash paid for purchase of products or services
Net increase of loans and advances to customers
Net increase in deposits in central bank and other financial institutions
Cash paid for original insurance contract compensation
Cash paid for interests, fees and commission
Cash paid for policyholder dividend

Sub-total of cash outflow from operating activities
Net cash flow from operating activities

Cash received from returns on investments

Sub-total of cash inflow from financing activities

Including: cash paid to minority shareholders for dividend and

4. Effect of foreign currencies exchange rate changes on

2. Cash flow from investment activities
Cash received from disinvestments

Cash received from borrowings

48,807,715,644.47

59,854,305,343.11

3,617,082,825.13

2,116,050,454.66

cash and cash equivalents
5. Net increase in cash and cash equivalents
Add: Balance of cash and cash equivalents as of the first day of the
year
6. Balance of cash and cash equivalents as of the last day
of the year
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Rating Report

Feedback on 2014 Corporate Social Responsibility Report of SDIC

State Development & Investment Corporation Rating Report
Communication on Progress for Sustainable Development
Upon the request of State Development & Investment Corporation,

Comparability (

(hereafter “SDIC”), the CSR Research Center of the Economics

This report discloses data on 28 key performance indicators

Division of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (hereafter

for at least three consecutive years, including “gross revenue”,

“Center”) invited experts from the Chinese Expert Committee

“total energy consumption”, “new recruits”, and “charitable

on CSR Report Rating to form a rating team. The rating team

donations”. It also makes a horizontal comparison of annual

produced the rating of the SDIC CSR Report 2014. Their report is

performance assessments for central SOEs. The report has very

as follows:

excellent comparability.

1. Rating Criteria

)

Readability (

Dear Readers,
Thank you very much for reading 2014 Corporate Social Responsibility Report of SDIC. Although as much efforts as possible was made
in preparation, there still may be errors in the report, so any of your advice or suggestion will be highly appreciated. We will listen to you
carefully.
Best wishes,
CSR Report Compiling Team
State Development & Investment Corporation
July, 2015

)

The rating team used the Guidelines on Corporate Social

This report is well structured, with appropriate length and

Responsibility Reporting for Chinese Enterprises (CASS-CSR 3.0)

language flow. It adopts images and tables to elaborate on text

and Rating Standards on Corporate Social Responsibility Reporting

content, which enriches presentation. All of the above make this

Your Information

for Chinese Enterprises (2013) to evaluate the report.

report very readable.

Name

2. Rating results

Innovation(

Telephone

Organization

Content (

industries such as “products serving innovation”, “proactively
developing clean energy”, “management of safety in production”,
“safeguarding the legitimate rights and interests of employees”,
“engaging in public welfare activities”, etc. The report includes
excellent content .

Completeness (

Email address

)

This report is well organized with proper writing. It emphasizes key

)

The report systematically discloses key performance issues on

)

The report systematically discloses key information on
"responsibility for economic growth", "responsibility for
environmental protection", "responsibility for work safety",
"responsibility for employee development", "responsibility
for corporate citizenship", etc. With 70.0% of core industrial
indicators disclosed, the report has excellent completeness.

Balance(
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performance, and added detailed financial data at the end of the
report, which makes it more convenient for relevant stakeholders
to understand business performance. The report is very innovative.

Overall Rating(

Your Evaluation (Please Mark Corresponding Items)
Mark

Readability

Objectivity

Logic

General evaluation

)

Through evaluation and deliberations, the rating team agreed to

Corporate social responsibility

rate SDIC CSR report 2014 as excellent by awarding it a rating of

Responsibility for economic development

four stars.

Responsibility for environmental protection

3. Suggested improvements
(1) Add disclosure on responsibility management to enhance the
completeness of report.

Responsibility for work safety
Responsibility for employees development
Responsibility for corporate citizenship

(2) Add a summary of annual highlights to make the focus points

*Please mark with the figure 1-5, with 1 referring to the worst and 5 the best.

of CSR practices stand out.

Rating team

)

This report discloses negative information on “deaths from work
accidents”, “death rate per million tons of raw coal mined”, etc.
It also provides cases to elaborate on the effects imposed by work
accidents and improvement measures. The report is well balanced.

Team leader: Zhong Hongwu, Director of CSR Research Center of
the Economics Division of the Chinese Academy of

Your Requirements
Your advice or suggestions

Social Sciences
Team member: Han Bin, Vice Director of Hiring Department of
the China Enterprise Confederation, Executive
Secretary of Global Compact Network China
Wei Xiuli, Assistant Professor of School of
Economics and Management of North China
University of Technology

Peng Huagang
Chairman of the Chinese Expert
Committee on CSR Report Rating
Vice President of Executive Council of
the Center

Zhong Hongwu
Team Leader of the Expert Rating
Team
Director of the Center

Issuing Date: April 22, 2015
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